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NewsIn Brief

Council votes unanimously to
raise the price of auto stickers

By DONNA NEW(Y)MB
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council voted unanimously to raise the price of city auto stickers in a special session Monday night.
The price of city stickers will increase from $15 to $35. The price for
trucks over one-and-a-half tons will be raised from $20 to $40 and the
price for motorcycles, motor scooters and motorbikes from $3 to $10.
A $50 penalty will also be implemented for failure to properly display
the sticker. '
The stickers will officially go on sale Wednesday at the city clerk's
office in City Hall. Penalty dates will begin June 1 at 10 percent for
the entire month. After July 1, the penalty will be 100 percent — $70.
City Clerk Jo Crass said, "The increased cost of the city sticker is a
measure to meet the revenue shortfall of operations of the general
land brought on by the loss of approximately $300,000 annually in
federal revenue sharing funds."
The recommendation to raise the sticker price was a suggestion
from the mayor's Blue Ribbon Committee which was appointed to
study the city's projected deficit after Mayor Holmes Ellis proposed
.
an earnings tax solution in October

New regulations would require
slaughtering herds with disease
FRANKFORT. Ky. i AP i — New regulations proposed Monday by
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture would require the slaughter
of all cattle herds infected with brucellosis.
According to Agriculture Commissioner Ward ".Butch",,,Burnette,
Kentucky would become the first state to require that farmers
eradicate the disease. Previous efforts have been voluntary. '
Brucellosis, also called Bang's Disease, causes reproductive problems and abortions in cattle and can cause undulant fever in
humans.
The State Board of Agriculture was expected to consider the proposed regulations at its meeting today. The rules would take effect in
July.
.
The rules would require that any cattle herd that is not completely
vaccinated and that becomes infected must be sent to slaughter
within 90 days after an order from the state.
Any herd that is completely vaccinated and that suffers a
brucellosis infection that effects 20 percent or more of the herd would
also have to be slaughtered.
In a release. Burnette said the quick elimination of the disease is
crucial to Kentucky's cattle industry.
.
He noted that federal funds for control of brucellosis are scheduled
to run out in 1990 and states that have a low incidence of the disease
are threatening to blacklist cattle from states where brucellosis is
still prevalent
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Names of five
new members of
chamber board
are announced
By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce released
the names of five new board
members at the monthly meeting
of its board of directors Monday.
The new directors are Melvin
Henley, Chuck Foster, Gary Flickinger, Sam Parker and Mike
Baker. They will replace Tommy
Sanders, Joe Dick, Harold Doran,
Jim Garrison and Bob Futrell,
who have completed their threeyear terms:
The new board members,
nominated by the chamber's
membership, will join the remaining 10 directors: Bill Adams, Bill
Kopperud, Jo Crass, Steve Andrus, Ken Winters, Tommy, Marshall, Larry Hurt, Paul Daily,
Kala Stroup and Walt Apperson,
president-elect. As out-going

Paul Oliver, a professional consultant from Dallas, Texas, spoke to members of the Murray-Calloway Count
Chamber of Commerce this morning at a kick-off breakfast at the Holiday Inn for the chamber's Membership
Recruitment Drive. The drive, which includes a phone-a-tbon format, began today with chamber members
calling city and county businesses for prospective new members from the Racer Room in Stewart Stadium at
Murray State University. The callers will work in shifts, 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1:30-4:30 p.m., today through
Thursda), and until noon on Friday.
Staff plata by Scott %Man

MSU reports increase in freshman class
One of Murray State university's largest freshman classes in
recent history has been admitted
for the 1988 fall term, according to
figures released March 15 by Phil
Bryan, dean of admissions. "The
number of new freshmen that we
have admitted so far 11,3271 for
the 1988 fall semester compares to

the same number that we had on
May 15 last year," Bryan said.
"Our March 15. 1988 figure is a 42
percent increase over March 15,
1987."
The dean added, "We are
especially excited about these
numbers because they show increases overall, not in just one

geographic area. Our in-state new
freshmen have increased 37 percent compared to last year.
"Also, freshman applications
for housing are the highest since
1974 when records were first kept.
When students send in the $50
housing deposit required with the
housing application; we know

Succession amendment
mctot for 19$8 Assembly
FRANKFORT, illy.(AI — Supporters of a constitutional amendment, to allow succession.% of
statewide officers are still holding out hope that the
General Assembly will look favorably on the
proposal.
"It's never dead," said Finance Secretary L.
Rogers Wells Jr., who was Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's lead lobbyist on succession.
But Senate leaders said the decision Monday to
not consider the subject leaves it moot for this
session.
"As far as I'm corkeed, it'll be dead at the conclusion of business today." Senate President Pro
Tem John "Eck" Rose said shortly before the
Senate concluded its work Monday.
The end was almost anticlimactic after a day of
furious lobbying by the Wilkinson administration.
Senate Democrats set the ground rules on the
debate at an early morning caucus when they decided to support a succession amendment only if certain conditions were met.
Those conditions were that it include a provision
for annual sessions of the General Assembly, with
the odd-year sessions for budget matters only, and
establishment of a runoff system in primary
elections.

PANAMA CITY, Panama — Security forces crushed an antigovernment demonstration by 10,000 people, then burst into the
capital's leading hotel and detained opposition leaders and foreign
journalists.
M.4NAGU.4. Nicaragua — Some Contra fighters oppose the ceasefife accord signed by their leaders and the government, and reports
reaching the captial say renegade rebels are staging attacks in violation of a fragile truce.
WASHINGTON — House negotiators working on kn aid package to
sustain Nicaragua's Contras have run into a snag over whether President Reagan should have the power to command quick congressional
action on a possible 'future military aid request.
FORT 118.46G, N.C. — More than 700 members of the Army's 82nd
Airborne Division parachuted into their home base in a flamboyant
end to exercises that placed them on the edge of the Nicaraguan
conflict.
WASHINGTO.V — The No. 2 official in the Justice Department and
the head of.the department's criminal division abruptly handed ir
their resignations today amid continuing legal problems for their
boss, Attorney General Edwin Meese III
WASHINGTON — An unusual closed-door session of the full Senate
was called today to examine secret U.S. intelligece reports cited by
conservatives who say the Soviets are lying about their nuclear
forces
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they're serious about coming
here."
Increases in new admissions for
this time of the year also showed
up in the number of in-state and
out-of-state transfer students — 57
percent better than in 1987.

Murray State University music major Rhonda 7) imer found a sunny spot on the south side of
Lovett Auditorium to be a good place to catch up on her reading for an education class. Zim•
mer is a sophomore from West Frankfort, Ill.
plonin bv David Twk

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — Selected House and
Senate members gathered this morning to resolve
the differences in the state budgets passed by their
respective chambers.
Major areas of disagreement are in elementary
education, corrections and teacher retirement.
"There's obviously going to be some give and
take," said Sen. Mike Moloney, chairman of the
Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee and
a veteran of many budget conference committees.
Rep. Joe Clarke, Moloney's House counterpart,
declined to speculate on how long it might take to
reach an agreement.
"It takes time simply because it's so complex,"
he said.
On Monday, Clarke raised the possibility of the
conference lasting two days and therefore prompting the entire General Assembly to stay in
Frankfort through Thursday. Other members discounted that possibility today.
The legislature is scheduled -to recess Wednesday
and return on April 14 to consider any bills vetoed
by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. A •House rule requires
the conference recommendation on the budget be
made available to members the day before a vote
taken.
(Oont'd on page 2)
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Kentucky General Assembly

House passes the omnibus election bill on Monday
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP — An
omnibus election bill that seemed
to be dead less than a week ago
has found new life in the form of an
amendment passed by the Kentucky House.
The measure, now included as a
131-page amendment to Senate
Bill 268, passed 51-48 on Monday
after supporters fought off several
attempts to defeat it. It now goes
back ,to the Senate.
IThelegisla
.
tion arrived in the
House last week and suffered a
seemingly fatal setback when

members refused to waive a
posting rule to allow the bill to be
considered promptly. Last-minute
efforts by a small group of
legislators, however, produced a
compromise version.
"It's not a perfect bill," said
Rep. Marshall Long, D Shelbyville, a supporter of the
measure. "But certainly it's better than anything that's on the
statutes now."
Many House members said that
although they were in favor of
altering the state's system for con-

House refuses to go along
with- nates-truck tax plan
FRANKFORT, Ky. iAt-') — me
Kentucky House has refused to go
along with the Senate's plan to
replace the decal tax on trucks,
and the fate of tax credits for
ethanol hangs in the balance.
The House truck-tax bill includes a tax credit of $4 million annually for Kentucky producers of
fuel ethanol through 1992, for a
total cost of $16 million.
The Senate bill sets a credit of
$19 million for 18 months, then
ends the credit altogether.
Rep. Pete Worthington, DEwing, said representatives, who
are unhappy with any tax credit
for ethanol, will not go along with
the Senate plan.
The out-of-state credit and a
larger tax break for Kentuckyproduced ethanol will expire at the
end of June unless extended by the
General Assembly.
Worthington has the Transportation Cabinet as an ally on the
ethanol debate.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson also has
said he will veto a truck-tax bill if
it includes an amendment extending a tax credit for fuel ethanol
made outside Kentucky. The
Senate bill contains a credit for
Ashland Oil Inc., which owns half
of an Ohio ethanol plant.

• •I don't know what I'm going to
do with the bill until I see it,"
Wilkinson said Monday.
Wilkinson's top legislative aide,
Tom Dorman, said the administration opposes "a $19
million credit that goes in part to a
corporation whose facility is out of
state, that uses out-of-state corn
and hires non-Kentuckians."
The only in-state producer is
Kentucky Agricultural Energy
Corp. at Franklin. A second plant,
at an Owensboro distillery, is
scheduled to begin commercial
production soon.
Both bills rely on a weightdistance tax to raise most of the
money for the Road Fund and
replace the decal tax.
The decal levy, which imposed a
flat fee for all large trucks that use
Kentucky roads, was declared unconstitutional by state courts.
The weight-distance tax imposes a fee for each mile traveled
in the state. The basic House fee
would be 3.85 cents; 2.85 cents in
the Senate.
The House bill would raise about
$55 million the first year; the
Senate version, $32 million.
The differences in the two versions will be worked out by a.
House-Senate conference
committee.

Fire-rescue squad answers several
calls for assistance here Monday

ducting elections and strengthening election laws, they objected to
doing it in what they depicted as a
hurried fashion.
"I believe in election reform. I
believe it should be done," said
Rep. Louie Mack, D-Lexington.
"But I do not believe it should be
done in this manner."
Other legislators criticized the
Senate for sending the bill — the
product of two election task forces
— to the House late in the session.
"If this is such a good bill and
such a needed bill, then why did
they take so long to get it to us?"
asked Rep. Louie Guenthner, RI _ouisxiIle
Rep. Bill Lear, who handled the
amendment on the floor, said
legislators had to do the best they
could with what they received
from the Senate.
"You and I know that it's a great
big bill — you've seen it on your
desk — but it's to deal with a great
big problem," said Lear, DLexington."You and I know that it
got down here too late to be handled in the normal course of our
business, but I'd like to suggest to
you that it's never too late to address a problem as severe as
this."
Under some of the measure's
major features. many election
violations that are now misdemeanors would become felonies,
punishable by up to five years in

prison. The attorney general
would be given concurrent
jurisdiction to prosecute electionfraud cases and state police and
grand juries would have greater
ability to scrutinize charges of
election violations.
The bill also would allow for
tighter control over the use of
absentee and special ballots. It
also would prohibit persons who
contribute more than $1,000 to a
gubernatorial campaign from
holding an appointed office or
from receiving a state contract,
unless it was obtained by low bid.
Another section provides for
isictification_ol_voters at the polls.
Guenthner and others also attacked specific provisions in the
bill as too strict, arguing that they
would hamper the normal functioning of elections.
Another reform bill, SB157, was
approved 89-0 without amendment
Monday and sent to the governor.
The bill, among other things,
makes it illegal for a state or local
official to promise a job, contract
or anything else of value in return
for a political contribution
SB157 also prohibits a person
who contributes more than $2,000
to a political candidate from
subsequently obtaining a state job
or contract, as opposed to the
House amendment on SB286's
$1,000 limit.

House passes welfare,
tax amnesty bills Monday
FRANKFORT, Ky. iAP — The
Kentucky House has passed and
sent to Gov. Wallace Wilkinson'
measures that would increase
benefits for welfare recipients and
establish an amnesty program to
collect delinquent state taxes_
Both bills had passed the House
before, but were returned for consideration of Senate amendments.

licensing of nursing pools, which
provide nurses for various types of
temporary service.
The third amendment, sponsored by Burch, contains the provisions of HB522, which would require state and local health
departments to establish education programs and material on the
risks and prevention of Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome

Gephardt departure
•
results m tight race
for Demo front-runner
By L.4 I 11.4 JUNG
Associated Press %titer
Democratic presidential contender Jesse Jackson, bolstered
by delegates inherited from campaign dropout Richard Gephardt,
edged ever-so-narrowly ahead of
Michael Dukakis in the nationwide
delegate rtte. But,Dukakis was
seeking to recoup today with a win
in Connecticut's primary.
Republican rival Bob Dole,
meanwhile, was eyeing the exit.
Dole, who has all but conceded the
nomination, gave a Washington
speech on Monday that had the
sound of a last hurrah ABC News
-satd the -Kansas senator would
drop out today, but spokeswoman
Marl Maseng said Monday: "He'll
tell us when he makes that
decision."
Even with Dole still in the race,
Vice President George Bush was
overwhelmingly favored today in
his almost-home state of Connecticut. But he said he didn't want to
"project an arrogance."
Dukakis, governor of Connec-

Budget...
(Coord from page I)
According to House Speaker
Don Blandford, D-Philpot, one of
the major points of contention between the chamber budgets will involve a House plan to decrease the
sizes of school classes in 1990
The House budget includes $10 8
million in fiscal 1990 to reduce the
pupil-teacher ratio in grades one.
two and four by one pupil The
Senate budget contains no such
provision.
Other significant differences
between the House and Senate
budgets involve retired teachers
and prison space.
The House budget sets aside
$22.4 million in 1989 and 530 7
million the following year to increase state contributions to the
Teachers' Retirement System
Wilkinson's budget Included
money for the retirement program only to match employee contributions. For the past several
years, the state has been contributing an additional 325 percent to the program to improve its
financial status. To make the additional contributions this year
would have required about $81)
million in the next two years.
The Senate budget also does not
make an additional contributions
to the retirement program. but
Mbloney told his colleagues there
is money available for that
purpose
In the Corrections Cabinet, the
House budget has no money for the
-state to contract for an additional
250 beds provided by a private
company for minimum-security
Inmates The Senate budget provides all the cabinet asked for
The Senate budget provides no
money for the purchase and operation of an existing building as a
medium -security prison The
cabinet is considering buying an
old shoe factory in Pendleton
County for that purpose.
The House budget includes
money for the purchase in 1990.
"I personally feel that Corrections (Cabinet) needs all the beds
they put in their budget," Clarke
said.
Moloney said Senate members
of the conference have also been
giving marching orders by their
party caucuses, but declined to
elaborate.

House Bill 381, sponsored by
Democratic Rep. Tom Burch of
Some representatives were not
The Calloway County Firep.m.. fire fighters responded to
Louisville, would increase the
as lucky. Rep. Carl Nett. DRescue responded to several calls
three field fires, one on the roadbenefits for recipients of Aid to
Monday. At 9:45 a.m., fire fighters
side of Kentucky 121 south, Families with Dependent Louisville, railed in two attempts
to attach -to Senate bills his
were called to a barn fire on Kenanother off Kentucky 893, which
Children. The measure passed 93-0
measure aimed at giving proburned 20 acres of field and 10 on Monday.
tucky 1828 which was totally
secutors more power to go after
engulfed in flames upon arrival, acres of woods, and the other was
The House also agreed with
pornography businesses
according to CCFR reporter Mike
a previous fire that rekindled on
Senate amendments to and passed
Other bills that received final
Sykes.
the Charlie Thurman Road. Sykes HB856, which would establish a
'pus-sage Monday and now go to
The fire spread to a nearby field
said.
one-time tax amnesty program.
and burned less than an acre, he
The owner of the Kentucky 893 The measure, which passed 84-10, Wilkinson included
said. • The cause of the fire is
property was cited by the Ken- also would institute tougher
—HB906. whiCh would allow for
undeterm1ne0.
tucky Division-of Forestry for bur, penalties for failure to pay taxes
the removal of county fiscal court
Between 11:15 a.m. and 12:30
ning before 4:30 p.m., Sykes said.
after the amnesty program ends.
members who miss two consecutive regular meetings and
Much of Monday was spent tackwould establish a method of paying members' bills onto Senate
ment of claims authorized by the
measures, including legislation to
fiscal court).-65-28.
establish AIDS education programs. It was the last day to con—HB570, which would limit the
Glen Olson Jr., 20, 1515 Johnson sider bills for the first time and
liability of businesses that serve liRobert Ellison Reed, 23, of
nany of the measures — with
Blvd.,r was found dead at Pine
quor or beer: 72-19.
Owensboro, was arraigned in
Bluff Shores in the early morning :heir newly attached additions —
The House also passed several
Calloway Circuit Court Monday on
gill now go back to the Senate for other Senate bills that now go back
hours Of-July 5.
one count of reckless homocide
According to Reed's citation, its consideration.
to their original chamber, inand seven counts of trafficking in
Among those is Senate Bill 324, cluding SB280, which would
LSD in connection with the July 5, four of the trafficking charges oc1987 death of Glen Olson Jr of curred on July 4, 1987 at 1602 which originally was a measure to establish an economic developMiller St., Murray. The other expand the membership of the
ment authority to provide for
Murray, according to a report
three drug charges and the Kentucky Board of Nursing, but
revenue bonds and promote
from Kentucky State Police inforreckless homocide charge were was amended to accommodate
growth in poor counties.
mation officer Chuck Robertson.
listed
as occurring on the day of three House bills that failed to
Reed was arrested Monday in
pass the Senate
Olson's death.
A bill to allow counties to levy
Benton by state police detective
insurance-premium taxes — as
Reed is scheduled to appear in
Joe Cohoon on an indictment from
One amendment to the bill, cities
Calloway Circuit Court for a precan now — was defeated
the February grand jury in
sponsored
by Rep. Louis Johnson, 44-51 in the House.
trial conference on April 22. He
Calloway County. The charges
has been released on a $25,000 D-Owensboro, would expand the
Opponents such as Rep. Mark
stem from an investigation by
surety bond signed by his parents, powers of the state's medical Farrow, D-Stamping Ground. had
state police and the Calloway
according to a court spokesperson. licensure board to investigate and said a fiscal study of S8336
County Sheriff's Department.
regulate the conduct of licensees
prepared by the Legislative
A second amendment, sponsored
Research Commission indicated
by Rep. Ramsey Morris, Dthat .. the.. meaaure .could... reduce
Hopkinsville, would require the
cities' insurance-tax revenue.
(Cont'd from page II
"I believe there are several factors that have contributed to these
The chamber board's new
There is a need in
membership drive began today
increases," Bryan said. "First.
your own hometown.
(Director of School Relations
with
breakfast
a
at
the
Holiday
Inn
Please join your
(Coord from page II
Paul Radice and his staff have
(see picture page n. The drive
local chapter
president, Harold Doran will serve process is a new one with the
done a tremendous job in cooranother year on the board, accor- board of directors who will lead
dlna ting the campus -wide
ding to a chamber spokesperson.
different teams of phone operators recruiting effort. The figures show
In other business, the board to win a grand prize vacation
that it is beginning to pay off. Also,
nominated Jim Garrison to the
the School Relations staff's work
package.
Murray-Calloway Crnty Hospital
with high school juniors in 1987 is
The first competing team began
Board of Commistkioners for calling on prospective members bearing fruit.
another three-year teitn. Garrison today at 9 a.m. from the Murray
"We have gained some
441
.‘
was a member of the original State Racer Room with co- sophistication and made some
6
1
hospital board and has served on captains Walt Apperson and Steve electronic improvements in our
this board continuously since 1962. Andrus. A different team will be admission • procedures here, and
41
1
friT
si•
calling on a list of approximately those improvments account for a
e
400
prospective members small part of the increase
•
i X
from
"Because the numbers of high
throughout this week.
5,
Also announced at the meeting school seniors are not greatly iny
was the next Business After Hours creasing, the numbers show that
4...... •
satrA.
to be held at the Holiday Inn on more students are coming to colApril 5. The annual meeting of the lege, and I believe that two factors
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center
Chamber of Commerce will be have been influential In students'
Hwy. 641 N. 753-2380
April 26 and Leadership Murray decisions to pursue higher educaWe Will Be Closed Easter Sunday
Many makes, models, available. Chevys, graduation will be April 21.
tion: they are better prepared,
So
cin Ctichrair Laski ith Our Fam
Steve Zea, executive vice presi- thanks to the 'pre-college curFords, Dodges, Plymouths, as well as
Cadillacs. Mercedes, BMW's. Also furni- dent, also announced that entry riculum requirements:' and they
ture, TV's, stereos, expensive jewelry, forms for the First Briggs & Strat- are realizing that as betterton Fourth of July Parade are educated Kentuckians, they conhomes, much more. Phone for free info
available at the chamber office on tribute to a brighter future for
1-216-453-3000 Ext. A6578
Kentucky."
U.S. 641 North.

Reed arraigned in circuit court
on reckless homicide, drug counts
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ticut's neighbor state of
Massachusetts, was also expected
to do well in the primary, with 52
delegates at stake. But Jackson
has been drawing big, enthusiastic
crowds in the state.
Jackson's stunning weekend win
in Michigan's caucuses put
Dukakis under mounting
pressure. Connecticut's
Democratic state chairman, John
F. Droney, said that in light of Jacson's gains, Dukakis had to poll
better than 50 percent in the
primary to reassert himself.
Dukakis disputed whether he
had to land such a knockout punch
_Mt to stayin the rinft. "Look -:a
victory is a victory," he said.
Jackson was drawing admiring
comment from both sides of the
political aisle on Monday Bush,
campaigning in Wisconsin, which,
holds its primary a week from today, went out of his way to praise
him.
"The man's racking up
delegates, and that's how you get
elected." the vice president said.
"What he has done is very
admirable "
Bush's comments came at
news conference in Milwaukee.
where he picked up the endorsement of Rep. Jack Kemp, a
former rival
Gephardt also praised Jackson
as he was closing the book on his
own Democralimandidacy.
The Missogressman, who
was to file today for re-election to
his House sea, refrained from
making any formal endorsement.
but said "I betve Jesse Jackson
can be nomina d and I think he
can be elected
According to the latest AP
count, Jackson had 606.55,
Dukakis 605.55. Tennessee Sen.
Albert Gore 342.8, Illinois Sen.
Paul Simon 168 5 and uncommitted 515 6
Jackson. who leads in the
popular vote totals, said he expects to ,,emerge as the
Democratic nominee if he wins the
most pre-convention delegates.

Succession...
(Coin'd from page I)
Wilkinson supporters fought
both additions through most of the
day but ga-Ve in on the annual sessions question shortly before the
Senate adjourned
Rose said it was reasonable to
alk that a 'nominee receive the
support of more than half of a
party's voters.
Wells said a runoff would work
against women and minority candidates and raise the cost of
elections
"That's not good for the commonwealth." Wells said
Wells said ffillkinson supports
annual legislative sessions. though
he would have preferred that the
subjects be presented separately
to the voters
With runoffs being the last sticking point, the results Monday may
not bode well for the relationship
between Wilkinson and Lt Gov
Brereton Jones
Jones was one of the prime
movers behind the idea of a runoff
and Wilkinson said last week he
did not appreciate Jones'
involvement
In addition to a host of cabinet
secretaries and other aides pressed into lobbying duty. Wilkinson
also called indiVidual senators to
his office for one-on-one sessions.
Sen David LeMaster,
Paintsville, said Wilkinson tried to
sell him on the merits of a succession amendment
"He didn't offer any kind of inducements or anything."
LeMaster said.
Other senators. particularly
some freshmen, declined the invitations while the Senate was still
conducting business.
The loss of succession is a major
blow to Wilkinson, who had attached a great deal of personal and
political importance to the
subject.
The Senate must still wrestle
with the question of its own
prerogatives because the House on
Monday decided to ask the voters
to let lawmakers serve longer
terms
Senate Bill 130, as it originally
passed the Senate, is a proposed
constitutional amendment that
would let the legislature veto
regulations enacted by administrative agencies.
The House added a provision
that would allow four-year terms
fbr representatives and six-year
terms for senators, an increase of
two years each.
Senators indicated that in light
of the demise of the succession
amendment, they would not go
along with longer terms.

•.

Gov. Wallace Wilkinson may be
winning his philosophical battle
against an increase in taxes and
his determination that a consititutional amendment to permit constitutional state-wide officers to
succeed themselves for one more
term will be offered, but there is a
danger he is losing the war at the
same time.
The massive outpouring of
teachers last week for their
zreti on
Frankfort for more than the token
two percent salary increase and
more education dollars should be
a very strong message that
Wilkinson's program isn't popular
with teachers and other segments
of the public.
State employees aren't satisfied
with the two percent increase they
have been promised in the governor's budget.
At the same time the governor is
telling teachers and the rank and
file state employees there just
isn't any money, these people are
reading about constitutional officers receiving the maximum.
rubber dollar salary because the
court says it's legal. It also irks
these employees that the governors appointees in many cases
are, getting maximum allowed
under the rubber dollar theory.
The court didn't say that "state
must pay ' The court just said it is
leg4
The average state 'employee
must be satisfied while the governor and his appointees draw top,
pay while at the same time telling
the rank and file that there is no
money for them in the bare bones
budget. The legislature also is turning down the governor's request
for bond issues he wants to fund
his proposed economic development program and tourism promotion as well as two or three
other projects.
There are only 10 more
legislative days after March . 3
and at least two of these will be

saved to override or sustain
vetoes, The legislature could
recess for some days between now
and April 15 when the legislature
must c-omplete its session.
. There has been some conjecture
about what action the governor
might take and what is powers
are after the legislature adjourns
and goes home. He has the executive order at his command that
he can use in reorgan_ izing state
Overnmenf which couldiipeTiff
until the next legislature approves
or rejects his action.
Some are asking if the governor
has the power to transfer money
from one branch of government to
the other by executive order. I
asked a knowledgeable constitutional lawyer this question and his
reply was he doesn't think so. The
lawyer says he thinks it takes a
legislative act to trasfer money.
Any surplus in branch government account reverts to the state's
general fund at the end of each
legislative year.
This money is
then reallocated through the
budget process.
Wilkinson tried to take $4
million from Fish and Wildlife, a
government agency that is self
supporting. The legislature would
not approve this in the budget this
time.
The reported threats the governor has made about beating some
legislators is not helping him
there. School teachers have a wide
influence if they stick together.
State employees are a strong
force, about 38,000, if they become
determined.
So, the legislature tosses him a
crumb or two during this regular
session in the form of his desired
constitutional amendment, no increase in taxes and maybe
another bon mot or so This doesn't
mean the people will approve an
amendment legalizing lotteries or
allowing -a governor to succeed
himself.

Jim Garrison was my "roommate" for a week recently when
we were in Biloxi, Miss., along
with six other fellows for some
chilly days on the golf course.
Throughout the week, he was in
regular contact by phone with son,
David, and his wife, Sylvia, back
here in Murray. Sylvia was expecting their second child at any moment, and Jim was keeping right
on top of the developments.
I could tell he was hoping the little one wouldn't arrive until he
could be back home again.
And, it worked out that way for
him, but just barely, although he
wasn't quite prepared for the
bizarre chain of events which
eventually led to the baby's birth.
About 5 a.m. a week ago today
— on Tuesday, March 22, to be exact — Jim and Edith were
awakened at their Oakdale home
by the ringing of the telephone.
It was David calling. Sylvia had
awakened in labor, and he thought
it best to get her on over to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
as soon,as possible. "If you will,"
he asked, "you and Mom come
over and pick up Walt so I can take
Sylvia to the hospital."
Walt is David and Sylvia's
4-year-old son. Before Jim and
Edith could get dressed and on
their way, however, the phone
rang again.
Again it was David, this time
calling to say that he was having
trouble getting little Walt awake,
and that he couldn't spare the time
to get him fully aroused and
dressed.

-

come over and stay with
him," he asked. Seventeen
minutes after their son's initial
call, Jim and Edith were in front
of his place, which is just south of
Gatesborough n an area between
it and Wiswell Road.
Entering the house, they met
David helping Sylvia down the
stairs. "It was quite obvious that
she was in great pain," Jim said,
"and that the baby was on the
way." It took only a minute to
reach the decision for him and
David to take Sylvia to the hospital
in Jim's 1988 Cadillac, leaving
Edith to care for little Walt.
• • •
After some difficulty getting the
expectant Mother into the back
seat, David climbed in beside her
to comfort her during the ride, and
off they went over the bumpy road
out to the pavement between the
homes of Roy Kirk and Peter
O'Rourke.
From there, Jim took off like
A.J. Foyt. "I went down Doran
Road to Main Street at 70 miles an
hour," he recalls. "and almost
that fast down Math, not even stopping for the stop signs — just slowing down enough to be sure no one
was coming across."

"David! The babys coming!."
Jim heard Sylvia almost scream
as they neared the Murray Middle
School. "Hold on, honey, we're going to make it," David gently
assured her. "We're going to
make it."
• • •
But they didn't. Just as they
reached the hospital's Emergency
Room entrance, Jim heard the
welcomed cry of the newborn
from the backseat. "It's red headed!," he heard David exclaim as
he leaped from the car almost
before it come to a stop. I I
Being inta
enirgency_
room for help, he returned
moments later with two medical
technicians. It took but one look
for them to rush back inside to call
for a nurse from the labor and
delivery facilities on the fourth
floor.
Within minutes, a nurse from
that department was at the car
with all the paraphernalia needed
to care for the baby, whom Jim
proudly describes as "a beautiful
red-headed, 8-and-one-half-pound
baby girl." She is Jim and Edith's
first granddaughter. They have
three grandsons.
It took the nurse only a few
minutes to "calmly, efficiently
and professionally" 'transfer the
baby to a bassinet, or some sort of
device for transporting newborn
babies, and she was whisked to the
maternity area upstairs to be
cleaned up, dressed and bedded
down.
Soon afterwards, Sylvia. too.
was comfortably settled in a room

across the hall from her new
daughter.
Barely more than 30 minutes
had elapsed from the time Jim
and Edith first arrived at David
and Sylvia's home, and neither the
baby or the mother were much
less the wear from the experience
— only Jim.
"I just went home and collapsed," Jim said, laughing now at it
all, "and, you know, when I
thought afterwards of all the
things that could have gone, I just
shook like a leaf.
"Everything worked out fine,
though.The baby Is fine. Sylvia is
fine, and we all are so relieved and
thankful that everything went so
well.
"I can assure you one thing,
though," he went on. "I never
want to go through an experience
like that again! But, we've got one
beautiful little girl."
Four days later — on last Thursday — Sylvia and the baby, who
has been named Rachel Corine,
went home from the hospital.
Already, Jim is thinking about
how he — like all grandpas — is
going to spoil his new
granddaughter.
My friend, Tom Crider, told me:
the other day about a lady who
met this fellow on the street.
"Don't you have a brother who
looks just like you?" she asked.
"Well, I was an identical twin,"
the fellow answered.
"I thought so," the woman went
on. "I read in the paper where one
of you had died. Which one was
it?"
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United States should follow
Britain*s example in tax cut
Dear Editor:
British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher recently announced a 20 percent reduction in
her country's top income tax rate
and a $5.55 billion surplus for next
year.
This announcement, says
Citizens for a Sound Economy Tax
and Budget Director Daniel J.
Mitchell, is the culmination of a
remarkable economic comeback
for Great Britain during the past
ten years. Today, economic
growth in Great Britain ranks
among the leaders Of the industrialized world, an expansive
privatization initiative has reduced the British deficit by billions of
dollars and revolutionized industry competition, and between
1983 and 1986, 1.5 million news jobs
were created.
Mitchell says that, "American
policymakers could learn a lot
from the British experience. In-

stead of clamoring tor more taxes
to feed an already bloated budget,
they should keep tax rates low and
enact a spending freeze.- He says
that Mrs. Thatcher has been able
to reduce Britain's deficit and
restore her country's economy
through sound policy and not
through increasing the tax burden
on British citizen3.
Mitchell explains, "Strong principles and good ideas, not
politically motivated pandering
to special interest groups, are the
building blocks of long-term success," and the success of Mrs.
Thatcher's program sets an example for the United States to follow,
With best regards,
Peggy Roth Murray
Director of Public Relations
Citizens For A Sound
Economy Foundation
470 L'Enfant Plaza
East, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20024
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Ten years ago
Dr. Clegg Austin of Murray will
serve as adult leader for Four
Rivers Boy Scout Council at Philmont Scout Ranch near Cimmaron, N.M., July 22 to Aug. 7.
Mrs. W.S. IKoska Jones was
named "Distinguished Alumnus of
1978" at Hazel Alumni Association
meeting on March 25. New officers
elected were Robert Hendon, Coffield Vance, Greselda Adams and
Myrtle White.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald K. Jackson,
March 8, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Donnie Parker, March 23.
A feature story about Lester
Glenn Nanny and his retirement
as Murray postmaster, written by
Jo Burkeen, is published.
Twenty years ago
Airman Joseph R. Hargrove,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James R.
Hargrove, is attending Technical
School at USAF Defense
LAnguage Institute, Monterey.
Calif.
Stan Key, basketball star at
Calloway County High School, has
signed,a grant-in-aid with University of Kentucky, Lexington. He is.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Key.
Elected as officers of MurraS'i
Woman's Club were Mrs. Don
Keller, Mrs. James E. Garrison,
Mrs. Donald B. Hunter, Mrs. A.G.
Wilson, Mrs. bonald Tucker and
Mrs. Purdom Outland.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Fitts, March
26.

Thirty years ago
Marine Pfc. Larry W. Woodall,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenton
Woodall, is serving at Camp Lejeune, N.C., with 2nd Marine
Division.
Webb Follin of Bell Buckle,
Tenn., a director of Rotary International. spoke at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House. Dr. John
Quertermous is club president.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Dixon and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Dotson.

Forty years ago
Murray Fire Chief William
Spencer has issued a plea to all
citizens of Murray to cooperate in
Spring Clean-Up to safeguard the
community against fire accidents,
disease and to improve its
appearance.
Twenty-eight students from
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ascount
CM/
information to
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Murray High School will go on a
four-day trip to Washington, D.C.,
during KEA holiday period in
April. Lula Clayton Beale, Mary
Lassiter and Harry HEndon, instructors, will accompany them.
Sylbia Knight and Arthur Kunst
were married March 6.
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Coining community events are listed
Tuesday, March 29
Murray City Kindergarten PreRegistration and Open House will
be from 5 to 7 p.m. at Robertson
Elementary Center Cafeteria.
————
The Holy Eucharist will be at 7
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
.Church.
_
————
Murray TOPS ( take off pounds
sensibly Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in Recreational Room of South
Side Manor, off Glendale Road.
Health Council of Purchase
Area. Development District will
meet at 7 p.m. at PADD office.
Mayfield.
AA .will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Dr. Fritz-Peter Hager will
speak at 7:30 p.m in Mason Hail
nursing building Murray State
University. This is frees, to the
public.
————
Chris Smith will present a junior
horn recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
There is no admission charge.
————
A showcase of student talent will
presented in a Talent Show to
begin at 8 p.m. in Curris Center
Stables, Murray State University.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Mothers' Morning Out at 9 a.m.
and Bible Conference at 12:15 and
7 p.m.

Wednesday, March 30
p.m. in Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Murray State University.
Performances of Rizpah Shrine
Circus will be at 7 p.m. in West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at New —Frrovidence Church Of
Christ from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
New Concord from 1 to 3 p.m.
Blood pressure checks, diabetes
and anemia screenings, and colorectal cancer kits will be offered.
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Bereavement Support Group
willmeet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
•
— ——
Ladies' bridge with Mabel
Rogers as hostess is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
The Holy Eucharist will be at 7
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.
————
• Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
Wednesday. March 30
4:45 p.m., Super Dinner at 5:30
Annual Pre-Easter Bake Sale by p.m.. Youth Club Recognition ProWomen of First Presbyterian gram at 6:30 p.m. and Chancel
Church will start at 8 a.m. at Choir practice at 7:30 p.m.
church, 16th and Main Streets. A
————
tea room will be provided.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
————
Church will include Mid-week Bi"Charlotte's Web" will be ble Study. RAs. GAs and Mission
presented at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30 Friends at 7 p.m.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
BARGAIN SHOWS • All. SEATS S2.50
will include Bible Study at 9:45
SAT SUN. AFT. & TUES. NITF
a.m.; Exercise Clss at 10:45 a.m.;
WMU Council at 4:15 p.m.:
Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting, Youth Fellowship and
Children's Choirs at 6:30 p.m.;
Adult Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————
Events .at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study. GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
ACABENT5
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
7:20
9:15
a.m.; Wesley luncheon at 11:30
a.m.; Bible Conference at 12:15
and 7 p.m.: Easter Egg Hunt at 4
1111AR1
p.m.; Youth Club at 5 p.m.
BEIM
MATTHEW
————
•
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In Jo•An's Varieties ad
that ran in Profile 1988
an employees name was
incorrectly stated. It
should have read Anna
Todd, assistant manager
from Graves County.
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Thursday, March 3I
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. F'or information cal1759-4059. 762-3399.
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m.. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
———
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom, Educational Building,
First United Methodist Church.
For information call Pam at
13-renda at-757-2513 or
Glen at 435-4143.
Performances of Rizpah Shrine
Circus will be at 2:30 p.m. and 7
p.m. in West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center.
————
"Destry Rides Again," a 1939
American film, will be shown free
at 7:30 p.m. in Curris Center
Theatre. Murray State University.
————
Jon Gilbow senior cello recital
will begin at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Murray State University.
Admission is free.
— ——
Front Porch Swing will rehearse
at 7 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
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Winners for fastest cars overall in Pinewood Derby by Cub Scout Pack
73 were, from left. Russell Lencki, first, Adam Nance. second, Jared
Lencki, third. and Brad Wilson, fourth.

Cont'd on page 14)

Conference planned
"EWRT-Power. Energy. People" will be the theme for the 1988
EWRT KHEA (Electrical
Women's Round Table Kentucky
Home Economics Association I
Consumer Interest Workshop to be
held Wednesday. March 30. at
Lake Barkley State Resort Park.
Dr. Robert McGaughey III.
chairman. Department of
Journalism/Radio-TV at Murray
State University. and Robert A.
Valentine. vice president for Communication, Medical Claim Services of America-Theatre Arts
Enterprises, posing as "Dr. Trey
and Dr. Vee" looking at
falsehoods and foibles in everyday
communications will be featured.
Other workshop presentations
will include the following speakers
and topics:
May Love Gale, freelance
lighting consultant. "The Light
Touch to Design:"
Dr. Bert Siebold. assistant professor, Murray State University.
•Smart House:"
Ann Seppenfield, environmental
education consultant. Kentucky
Department of Education, "Partners in Energy Education."
Lynn Reeves, landscape ar-

chitect, "Landscaping for Energy
Efficiency:"
Bill Tisdale, president, Kentucky Home Builders Association.
"The Housing Market:—
Dr. Sam Quick. University of
Kentucky Human Development
and Family Relations Specialist,
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Sen•ice. "Falling Back in Love
With Your Job:"
Dr. Joyce Rasdall. professor.
Western Kentucky University,
'New Trends in Home
Appliances:''
Linda Johnson. district
manager. Consumer Affairs,
Whirlpool Corporation, "Meeting
Consumers' Special Needs."
"The EWRT KHEA Consumer
Interest Workshop is designed to
allow the state's home economists
an opportunity to share related
work experiences and receive upto-date consumer- information."
said Theresa Howard. publicity
chairman
Tours will be available to Land
Between the Lakes — Visitors
Center and Homeplace-1850; Kentucky Dam, and Lakeland Wesley
Village.

. Service on Thursday

ICI-4ff
*CLOSED'

Wednesday, March 30
3:30 p.m. at County Road Department, East Sycamore Street.
————
Thursday, March 31
Free government commodities
will be distributed from 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at County Road Department. East Sycamore Street.
————
Parents of students in Grades 6
through 11 are invited to Parent
Awareness meeting by "Writing
Across the Curriculum" Project
at 7:30 p.m. at Murray Middle
School.
————
An extra performance—of
Medium" will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
————
Sedalia Lions Club Summer
Softball League will have an
organizational meeting at 7 p.m.
at Sedalia Restaurant.
———
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
on courtsiluare in downtown Murray from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and I to 3
p.m. Blood pressure checks.
*diabetes and anemia screenings
and cob -rectal cancer kits will be
offered.'

The Annual Maundy Thursday
and Tenebrae Service will be at
First Christian Church, just off the
courtsquare, on Thursday. March
31, at 7 p.m. Dean Caldwell, worship chairman, will be in charge of
the arrangements.
kr. David Roos. church pastor,
srd the special feature of the Holy
Communion Service is the gradual
extinguishing of the 12 lighted
candles as the 12 readers share
with the congregation the Passion
story from the Gospels.
The 12 readers will be dressed in
the attire of the first century
disciples of Jesus. Finally only the
13th candle remains lighted.
representing The Christ. and this
candle is taken out of the sanc-

tuary and only returns on Easter
Morn to signfy the resurrection of
Jesus from the dead.
As the sanctuary is completely
shrouded in darkness, the choir
director. Margaret Boone, will
sing a capella "Were You There
When They Crucified My Lord?"
The audience will then depart in
silence to ponder. Dr. Roos said.
Readers will include Bailey
Gore, Ron Gray. Mike Holton,
Gary White, Joe Swift. Bob
Boeschel, Ken Crews, Marc
Stansberry, Bill Griffiths, Howard
Boone, Dan McKee( and Clegg
Austin.
The public is invited to share in
this profound event. said Dr. Roos.
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Winners for fastest cars in seven and eight-year-old group in Pinewood
Derby by Cub Scout Pack 73 were, from left. Adam \ance. first, Reese
Adams. second, Robbie Jones third, and Charles Taylor, fourth.

Winners for fastest cars in nine and 10-yearold group in Pinewood Der
by by Cub Scout Pack '73 were. from left, Russell Lencki, first. .lard.
Lencki, second. Jamie Burkeen, fourth. and Brad Wilson. third.

Derby winners named
Cub Scout Pack No 73 of.
--The top finishers for fastest cars
Southwest Calloway Elementary
in the- seven and eight-year-old
School held its annual Pinewood
group were as follows .
Derby on Saturday. March 5
Adam Nance. first, Reese
The trophy for the best designeki
Adams. second; Robbie Jones,
car went to Russell Lencki.
-third; Charles Taylor. fourth.. •
Other winners for design in their
The topJinishers for fastest cars
approhate age. group were as
in the nine and 10-year-old group
follows:
were as follows:
Seven-year-olds — Grant Orr.
Russell Lencki, first; Jared Lenfirst. Kyle Owen, second, and Gus
cki, second; Brad Wilson, third;
Jones. third,
Jamie Burkeen, fourth
Eight-year-olds — Adam 'Nance.
Winners in a run-off for the
first, Craig Lowe, second, and
fastest cars overall were as
Jason Gilliam. third;
follows:
Nine-year-olds — Brad Wilson,
Russell Lencki, first. Adam
first, Jessie Owens, second, and
Nance, second; Jared Lenckl,
Greg Taylor. third;
third; Brad Wilson, fourth
Ten-year-olds — Jared Lencki,
Jim Owens is cubmaster and
first, David Jones. second, and
Gary Taylor is assistant cub.
Robbie Banker. third.
master for the pack

Rev. Sills is guest speaker
at West Fork WMS meeting
The Woman's Missionary Socie•
ty of West Fork Baptist Church
met on Tuesday and Thursday.
March 8 and 10, for lessons on
"Home Missions."
The RevrTerry Sills, director of
missions_ for Blood River Baptist
Association, showed a film and
talked about the Home Mission
Work.
Rev. Sills stressed the need for

more involvement by the churches
An the area to reach the new people
arriving each week to reside in
this part of the state.
Breakfast was served preceding
the meetings.
The WMS will meet Tuesday.
April 12, at 1:30 p.m. with Phyli
Tucker as program leader and
hostess. All interested women are
invited.
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EMI:ADE:RS RECEIVE: AWARDS — Calloway County cheerleader award winners at Calloway County
High School basketball awards banquet included, from Left, Catherine Faughn, Outstanding Girls' Varsity;
Deanna Farris, Outstanding Boys' Varsity; Mary Bray, Academic-Boys' Narsity and senior award; Amy
Haskins. Spirit Award; Julie Carpenter,Outstanding Freshman; and Amy Nesbitt, Academic-Freshman. Not
pictured is Tracy. Walker. Academic-Girls' ‘arsity.

R;iiney Apperson
kileen Portner. Connie Boltz
aff Virginia Slimmer have been
pla,ning an exciting event tor
wothen of this area
.1 ((inference."A Celebration of
Women."' presented by the MSt•
Counseling and Testing Center
and the Department of Home
Economics will be Tuesday. April
5. beginning at 9 30 a m in the
Curns Center
This is an exciting program and
the speakers are knowledgeable
and well trained and our area
women are going to enjoy the entire conference
Registration will begin at 9- 30
a m on the third floor qt the Curns
Center arid
Kala Stroup, MS('
president, will welcome the group
At 10.30 a m the concurrent Session I will begin
Betty Boston. a Certified Emaillid Planner with Hillard and
Lyons. will talk -about women and
their finances, and this will in•
I Jude the whole picture as It pertains to women and life crises —
divorce, wiMIN-hood and
inheritance
lir Virginia Slimmer. chairman
-fit the Department of Home
El onomics at MSU will speak of
Women. Power and Politics
I ie'r talk will be an 0y-emit.* of the
feminine role in office politics and
power brokering
Ruth Pickens. Registered Pharmacist. will talk to the group about

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday.
March 25, have been released as
follows
New born admissions Strickland baby girl. parents.
Martha and Michael. 1525 Oxford
Dr . Murray,
Schroader baby girl, parents.
Theresa and Greg. Rt. I. Box
116H, Almo
Dismissals
John W. Beard. liox 283, New
Concord; Billy E. Brown, Riviera
Cts. No. 41, Murray: Johnny D-.
Downs. Rt. 4, Box 440, Murray.
Harland K. Easley, Farmington; Mrs. Becky S. Evans, Box
602, Murray; Arthur K. Ferguson.
HC Box 332, New Concord:
Festus Futrell. Rt. 1. Box 140K,
Murray; Mrs. Sylvia A_Garrison,
1309 Oak Hill Ct.. Murray: Mrs.
Lexie 0. Hicks, Rt. 1. Box 154.
Dexter:
•
Robert E. Latta, Box 224. Clinton; Kenneth F. Mairson, 503
North Sixth St., Murray: John J.
Mathis, Rt. 3, Box 341. Benton:
Miss Kimberly A. Miller, Box
283. • New Concord: Christopher
Swift, Rt. 1, Box 2121v, Almo:
George D. Thompson, Rt. 4, Box ,
232C. Murray: Mrs. Helen M.:
Zasaitis, 300 West Sixth St.,
Benton.

Two newborn admissions and
dismimals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
March 26, have been released as
follows:

the effects of common drugs and
the role of the pharmacist.
There wIl be drop-in informa,tional booths from the League of
Women Voters. Business and Professional.Women. legal professionals and health professionals.
Lunch will be served at the Food
Laboratory. ..plied Sciences
Building. and advance registration must be made: There is no
registration fee for the con•
ference, but the fee for the luncheon is $4. Reservation for the
conference must be made by April
1 by telephoning 762-6851. Polly
Van Doren will be guest speaker
and her subject will be "Women
and Success "
The. concurrent Session 11
begins at 2 p.m. and Christine
Cook, Laboratory Superintendent.
Air . Products and Chemicals
Corp will talk. of difficulties in
gender differences in the corporate world.
Dr Julie Lovins. professor and
coordinator. Division of Social
Work at WU,.011 speak of the
historical highlights of the
women's.movement
District Judge Leslie Furches
will talk about women and the law.
She will discuss wills, divorce,
legal and co-ownership. and how
to choose proper advocates.
Beginning at 3115 p.m. concurrent Session III, Nancy Rose, R.N.
and the Hospice Director, will
touch on the emotional aspects of
widowhood

New born ad missions
Floyd' baby girl, parents.
Shetiga and Gary, 706 Caledonia.
Paris, Tenn.:
Ferguson baby boy.
Donna and Ernie. Rt. 2,
Tenn.
Mrs. Margaret F. Barrett. 100
North Sixth St.. Apt. 9. Murray:
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Bone, Rt. I. Box
132, Fancy Farm;
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Hahs, 105
South Eighth St., Murray; Mrs.
Lois D. Merrell. Rt. 2, Box 270A,
Buchanan, Tenn.:
Leroy W. Moody, Box 208A, New
Concord; Mrs. Carolyn,
Paschall. Rt. 1, Box 107. Murra7;
Mrs. Hattie Katherine Ray, 816
North 19th St., Murray; Thomas
E. Stokes, 1613 Magnolia, Murray.

Connie Boltz and Eileen Portnet-, counselors and planners of
this conference, will talk about
women and stress.
Dr. Vicky Funk. MSC Alum.
who is associate curator for the
Smithsonian Institute in
Washington. D.C.. will speak of
the role of women in science.
As you read through this
wonderfully planned day, mark
—4Our calendar for Tuesday. April
5. and don't miss it.
• • •
Mayfield Artist Helen LaFrance
Orr is having some of her work
. displayed by a Dutch tobacco firm
who is linked to a local leaf
market.
One of her recent paintings is
featured in a slick. Dutch publication along with -works of some of
the world's most famous artists.
Helen's painting of tobacco
workers at Kennedy Leaf Tobacco
Co. plant in Mayfield recently was
reproduced in, the tictok. "Tobacco
in Art." published by the De Erven
de Wed. J. van Nelle's Company in
Rotterdam. Holland.
The Van Nelle company in
Holland and Kennedy Leaf Tobacco Co. in Mayfield have enjoyed a
long standing association during
the past 90 years.
In the Van Nelle book the author
says "The tobacco production process appealed to the imagination
of all sorts of artists. This was
clearly demonstrated by a recent
painting done by Helen LaFrance,
an employee of Kennedy Tobacco
Compnay."
Helen said she had no idea her
oil painting of Kennedy.tobacco
workers would be used in the book.
The next time you drop by the
Murray Ledger & Times, you may
also see another oil painting that
Helen did several years ago of
some tobacco workers.
Helen had no formal art training, but she is now attaining prominence as. an artist.

Mr. and Mrs. Julian H. Miller of
Rt. 5, Benton, announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Scarlett (Dee Dee t, to Craig Mitchell Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry W. Taylor of Rt. 2, Benton.
Miss Miller is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hollice
Lamb of Benton and of Leonard
Miller Sr. of Benton and the late
Mrs. Lora Miller.
She is a 1984 graduate of Marshall County High School and attended Murray State University
for two years. She is a member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma social
sorority.
Mr. Taylor is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Taylor of Benton
and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Morris of Benton.
He is- a _1980 graduate of Marshall County tgh School and attended Murray State University
for one year. He is employed by
Wal-Mart of Mayfield.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, April 2, at 7
p.m. at First Missionary Baptist
Church, 13th and Main Streets,
Benton.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Scarlett(Dee Dee)Miller and
Craig Mitchell Taylor to marry

Into Panties
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to the question of whether panties
should be worn with pantyhose. You
get a definite yes from me for a verx
kood reason. Let me explain.
A few years ago, I was arrested
for kidnapping my own daughter. I
had legal custody of her at the time,
but that's another story. After I was
arrested, I was taken to the county
jail, where I was booked and locked
up. I was told there was some kind
of regulation that prohibits women
from having nylon stockings in jail,
so they took my pantyhose away
and I had no panties whatsoever!
They issued me a county-assigned
dress and locked me up with this
dress on — and no panties.
Not that I ever expect to be
arrested again, but now I always
wear panties with my pantyhose.
I love your column in the Tuscaloosa News. Everybody in jail reads
It.

DEAR ABBY: I read your column
about pantyhose and thought you
might enjoy this poem I composed.
You have my permission to use it in
,r4-ez your column.
DOROTHY MURPHY,
CARROLLTON,TEXAS

Then the H. Glaser & Son company, a manufacturer of pantyhose,sent me a sample of its Fat
Fannie pantyhose. They were
wonderful! The company is still
in business at P.O. Box 702,
Holliston, Mass. 01746-0005.

PANTYHOSE
We wrestle into pantyhose
That stretch across posteriors
CONFIDENTIAL TO J.R. IN
And test the fit, when we pull them up LEXINGTO
N, KY.: I agree,
By looking in our mirror-ers.
pornograph
y
We checked the size before we bought censorship is despicable. But
is worse.
But always seem to botch;
Problems?( Write to Abby. For a
Size medium C on the purple chart
1.)rsoniti, unpublished reply. send a
Sags far below the crotch!
self-addressled, stamped envelope to
So let's go back to stockings,
Abby, P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
For after you have got 'ern,
Calif. 90069. All correspondence is
They only have to fit your legs
confidential.
And never mind your bottom!
"Dear Abby's Cookbooklet" is
a
collection of favorite recipes — all

DEAR DOROTHY: You must tested, tried and terrific! To order.
be a new reader. About 12 years send your name and address, clearly
ago a woman with a "big printed, plus check or money order for
bottom" wrote to say that she 63.50 (114 in Canada) to: Abby'§ ('ookP.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
couldn't find any pantyhose to booklet,
61064. Postage and'handling are
DEAR MOTHER: Thank you fit her. I published her letter. included.
for responding to my inquiry
about pantyhose. About half of
the respondents said they wear
panties with their pantyhose,
but your reason for doing so is
one of a kind. Read on for
another one-of-a-kind letter on
Bring 'our"Own basket
the subject:
DEAR ABBY: May I be included
in your questionnaire about pantyhose? I always wear panties over
my pantyhose — and the prettier
the panties the better. Panties are
an important part of my wardrobe
because I am a profesaional female
impersonator.(All female impersonators wear panties over their panty
hose.) Catch my act if you're ever in
New Orleans.

or choose one of. ours..
fill with luscious Peachtree
chocolate bunnies and eggs.
a cuddly soft bunny
and other goodies
from our Easter selection

SANTA'S ATTIC

Mrs. Lucille M. Cowan expired Rt. 6. Box 225, Murray.
Adolphus F. Myers (expired Rt.
1. Box 12. Hazel. •
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
county Hospital for Sunday.
h 27. have been released as
follows •
Newborn admissions
Miles baby boy, parents. Sun
and Bobby, 105 W. Magnolia St..
Paris, Tenn.
Lindley baby girl, parents.
Melissa and William, P.O. Box
1171: Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Christina R. Parker. Rt
Box 689, Dexter; Miss Virginta
Cont'd on page 6)

'1/3 to1/2 off
Spring Merchandise SALE

Sharon Bybee
Sharon's Days Are Wed. Li Sat.
Open Tues.-Sat

Liz Claiborne
(no
Esprit®
Iwo egariAaratet
0

3t
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(Cont'd from page 5)
Penny,711 Gwen St.. Paris, Tenn :
Mrs. Pam C. Gilbert. Rt. 1,
Sedalia;
Mrs. Teresa L. Pierce, Rt. 4,
Box 631, Murray; Milburn M. Orr,
Rt. 7, Box 606, Murray;
Mrs. Ella B. Stewart, Rt. 2, Box
165, Puryear, Tenn.; William
Edgar Linn, Rt. 2, Box 114, Hazel;
Clarence C. Outland (expired
Rt. 6, Box 337, Murray.
——
Three ewborn admissions and
lismissals at Murray-Calloway
county Hospital for Monday.
March 28. have been released as
follows:

lc

1cl

girl. Rt. 1, Box 146H, Almo;
Miss Lisa Poyner, 7636 White
Hall, MSC; Robert Marvin, 1709
College Farm Rd., Murray;
Mrs. Sharon Jackson, 219 South
13th St.. Murray; Charles Cleo
Grogan, Rt. 4, Box 575, Murray;
Thomas McClain. Rt. 1, Box 70,
Palmersville, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary
Cohoon, Rt. 6, Box 84A, Murray;
Mrs. Myrtle Jordan, Rt. 1, Box
185, Murray; Kermit Halstead, Rt.
2, Box 30, Murray;
Mrs. Lula White, 1606 Parklane,
Murray; Willard Archer Ross, CO
Don McRae, .Western State
Hospital. Hopkinsville.

Newborn admissions
Darnell baby girl, parents,
Susan and Larry. Rt. 7, Box 180.
- Mayfield;
Cunningham baby girl, parents.
Gena and Charles. 1101 College
Cts., Murray;
Ward baby boy, parents. Malinda nd Keith, 148 Country Aire
Mobile Home. Paducah.
Dismissals
Mrs. Donna Ferguson and baby
boy. Rt. 2. Puryear. Tenn.:' Mrs.
Shetiga Floyd and baby girl. 706
Caledonia. Paris, Tenn.:
Mrs. Martha Ann Stickland and
baby girl, 1525 Oxford. Murray:
Mrs. Theresa Schroader and baby

Jones and Jarvis wedding planned

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Jones of
Rt. 1, Hardin. announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their youngest
daughter, Tracy Dawn, to Philip
Clayton Jarvis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Dannie Jarvis of Rt. 3,
Benton.
Miss Jones is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Garland of
Almo and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Wes Jones.
She is a 1986 graduate of Marshall County High School and is
presently employed at Fisher
Daughter preaches Price
Toys, Murray.
Mr. Jarvis is the grandson of the
ATLANTA (AP — Bernice A. late
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Smith
King, daughter of slain civil rights and
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
T%TSI
leader Martin Luther King Jr., has
Jarvis.
become the first of the third
He is a_ 1984_graduate of NfarL
,--gerierattort—Of----kingslicensed tci
shall County High School and
preach at Ebenezer Baptist
presently is self-employed.
Church.
ing fabrics in all blends and designs
The wedding will take place on
"It almost makes you believe
Cc4
Saturday, May 7, at 7 p.m. at New ,
for your sewing needs.
preaching is hereditary," said; Bethel
Baptist Church, Rt. 3,
Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young, a
SPECIAL NOTIONS SALE
Benton.
Congregational minister who
A reception will follow the
worked withher father.
Mix or Match Notions
ceremony.
Miss King's grandfather, the
All friends and relatives are inRev.
Martin Luther King Sr., was
1
/
2
8 "Scissors Reg 299 Sale
vited to attend the wedding and
pastor of Ebenezer for 44 years unthe reception.
Flat Fold Fabrics
til his death in 1984. Her grandIn Prints and Solids
yd.
mother, Alberta Williams King.
Other Specials Storewide
1
1̀t was church organist until she was
shot to death at the keyboard June
30, 1974.

YOU HAW A CH
FABRICS*FABRICS*F_ABRICSI!!

Ix

411.00
1.99
1.99

1;
1 Crafti Ideas & Fabrics;
4
c
4t

DATEBOOK

114 W. Broadway
Mayfield 247-2790
Open 111 7 p.m. Thursdays and Fridays
Senior Citifens 10% Discount

Parent meeting Thursday

EInng this ad in tor a 15% discount on any item in tne store
except
consignment items Good through April 30th

1'It It 117 It'71

Pre•Owned ar Sale
Our used cars with less than 100,000 miles and newer than
80 year model with our 3 month or 3,000 mile warranty.
"We Sell The Best, Wholesale The Rest"
We will furnish the previous owner's name and phone
number for your convenience.

1978 Mercury Cougar LX7 - Low miles, local owner
1981 Pontiac Firebird - Very low miles, local owner.
3-3.
1982 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - 3-3, one owner. avg.
miles.
1982 Cadillac Coupe DeVille - Low miles. one owner,
3-3 warranty
1982 Chev. S-10 Truck - Good work truck, low price.
1903 Cadillac Fleetwood- Local one owner. 3-3, avg.
miles
1983 Cadillac Coupe DeVille - Low miles, 3-3.
1983 Chev. Blazer - Local, Tahoe pk.
1984 Chev. Monte Carlo- Low miles, extra clean, well
equipped, 3-3L.
1984 Olds Ninety Eight - Avg. miles. extra clean. 3-3.
1984 Buick Regal 4 Dr. - Avg. miles. new car tradein, 3-3.
1984 Buick Regal- Avg. miles. new car trade in, 3-3.
1984 Buick Century - Avg. miles, well equipped, 3-3.
1984 Pontiac STE • GM car, low miles. 3-3 warranty.
1985 Grand Prix - Low miles, one owner, 3-3
warranty
1987 Buick LeSabre - Low miles, new car warranty.
1987 Pontiac Sunbird - Low miles, new car warranty.
1987 Pontiac Sunbird - Low miles. new car warranty
1987 Mercury Topaz SL - One owner, low miles, fully equipped
1987 Buick Skylark - GM Car. new car warranty.
1987 Buick Riviera - GM Car, new car warranty
1987 GMC Jimmy 4x4 - GM Car, new car 'warranty
1987 Buick Century - GM car, new car warranty
1988 Ford Pickup - Low miles. one owner, new car
warranty

Tracy Dawn Jones and
Philip Cla'ton Janis to marry

Church revival scheduled

Members of the "Writing Across the Curriculum" Project in the Murray Independent School System will conduct a Parent Awareness
meeting on Thursday, March 31, at 7:30 p.m. at Murray Middle School.
Parents of students in grades 6 through 11 are invited to attend. An overview of the writing process and its implementation in the content areas
will be presented. Students in Murray have been involved in a variety of
writing activities throughout the year.

Chestnut General Baptist Church. located on East Chestnut Street at
North Third Street, Murray. will have revival services starting Thursday. Mardi 31. and continuing through Saturday. April 2 Services will
be at 7 p.m. nightly. The Rev Jerry Bradford. pastor. urges the public to
attend.

UMW hears Waggoner

A rummage sale by H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of Veterans of
Foreign Wars will be Saturday. April 2. from ,8 a.m. to 1 p m at Wayne
Darnell Marine Repair. Highway 94 East, Murray Donations of items
for the sale are needed. .X11 items will be accepted. Persons may
call
436-2674 for pickup of items For more information call 436-2139 or
759-1711. The public is urged to attend the sale

The United Methodist Women of
First United Methodist Church
met on Tuesday. March 1, met in
Hale Chapel for the annual "Day
of Prayer and Self-Denial."
Marie Deal was leader for the
program. She was assisted by Barbara Envin. Lula Bingham led
several hymns. Dr. Ray Waggoner
was the featured speaker.
After the prayer by Mrs. Deal.
the group went in silence to the
dining room where they partook of
their simple meal of self-denial.
During the meal music was provided by Eddie Mae Outland, playing the violin, accompanied by
Oneida White, pianist. Scripture
was read by Ruth Wilson. A duet
was sung by Eleanor Diuguid and

Violet Speight.
Myrtle Douglas gave the closing
prayer and the group left silently
except for the strains of the violin
and piano accompaniment.
The Ruth Wilson Circle was in
charge of the program and
refreshments.
Irma La Follette. president.
presided at a business meeting.
Prior to the program the executive board rn&t.
The UMW will have a Mother.
DaughterBanquet on Tuesday.
April 5. at 6:30 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
This will be a potluck with the
Friendship Circle in charge. All
church women are invited, Mrs.
La Follette said.

Rummage sale here Saturday

Eniniert at conference
Commander Roger Emmert of
Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars, recently returned from Washington.
D.C., where he attended the VFW
Spring Conference.
While in Washington. Cmdr
Emmert met with several
senators and congressmen The
meetings were to discuss veterans
involvement for all veterans
Cmdr. Emmert, as well as hundreds of veterans, listened to the
National Voice of Democracy Win.
ner, Frederick W. Speer,

Poplar Spring Baptist Church
will have its spring revival
meeting starting Wgdnesday.
March 30, and continuing tffrt4igh_
Sunday. April 3
•

0
3

is PIE -5.

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE—PONTIAC—CADILLAC—BUICK
Murray

753-5315
I.

Acv.irv r2

While in Washington. Cmdr
Emmert, along with other VFW
officials, were honored guests as
President Ronald Reagan addressed the group on "National
Security and Foreign Affairs "
Cmdr. Emmert presented to
Earl L. Stock Jr commander-in chief, VFW. a key to the city of
Murray that he received from the
Honorable Mayor Holmes Ellis
before leaving for Washington

Poplar ,Spring Baptist Church 1%.111
hear Rev. Alilkir.at revival meeting

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Reifenberg. West Germany
Europe

Re%. Russell Miller

20%

The Rev Russell Miller. a
member of Poplar Spring Church.
will be the evangelist. He received
his B.A. from Beihel College'aird
his B.D. from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Fort
Worth. Texas
Rev. Miller has pastored
chuches in Texas. Missouri. Tennessee and Florida. He was in'
evangelistic work for 14 years
which included Bible studies and
Vacation Bible Schools. His last
pastorate was in Wachula, Fla
He started his ministry in
Mayfield and has returned to this
area for further work in
evangelism, supply work and any
other work that is conducive to
gospel preaching.
The Rev. L.C. Gray, pastor.
evangelist and gospel singer,
'present a gospel concert on Friday
night. April 1.
The Rev. Chester P. Culver,
pastor. invited the public to attend
these series of meetings.

off

storewide
(Excluding Accessories)

Fine Men's and Ladies' Clothing

SALE

Nuckingipm tag 4Ith
970 Chestnut St.
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Three selected as judges in local contest

The Murrayl'alloway County Area Vocational Center has chosen the
Auto Body Repair program as the Program of the Month for March. Dan
Harrell is the teacher for the program w.hich serves students from
Calloway and Murray high schools. High school students learn entry
level job skills that include metal straightening, welding, filing, grinding and sanding, repair of imperfections, replacement of body components. painting, trim work and costeatlmating. Students attend the
program for two or three hours per day. Students register for the program through their local high school registration process. Pictured
aboye are the outstanding students in the program: Joey Harrell, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Harrell; and Randy Doughty, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Doughty. Pictured below is Chad Canter, the outstanding postsecondary student.
•

MSU CALENDAR
Tuesday. March 29 Foreign Language Festival at M.S.U.; Math
Bowl at M.S.I:
Wednesday. March 30: Activity period: Spanish and French Clubs
Josten Ring Delivery During Lunch Lines. •
Thursday. March 31: Spanish Club meeting/3:05 p.m.
Friday. April 1: History Day at M.S.U.; Day one of second perfect
attendance time period (ApriL 1-29, 1988); FHA Dance ."Spring Fling" 8'30-11 p.m.
Saturday. April 2: WSJP at 241 Debbie Rutledge

N.44:jzir

1.•

The Judy Johnston Board of
Realtors has announced the
judges for the Pride in Property
contest being conducted in. conjunction with the April 24-30
American Home Week celebration. Picked to select the winning
homes are: John Dale, pastor of
the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ; Janet Wallis, of the Murray Woman's Club; and Rainey
Apperson of the Murray Ledger &
Times.
In making their selections, the
judges will be looking for homes
that show care and pride," said
Johnston, board president. "We
want to honor local homeowners

Hall of Fame to
induct five
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Five
distinguished journalists will be
inducted next month into the Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame at
the University of Kentucky
The five are:
—John F "Sunny" Day, a
former managing editor of The
Courier-Journal in Louisville. Day
was also a top CBS news executive, owner of a weekly
newspaper in England and a cum
laude UK graduate who served as
editor-in-chief of The Kentucky
Kernel the year it was named the
nation's best college newspaper.
He died in 1982.
—George Hackett, a 44-year
veteran newsman with The
Associated Press in Kentucky.
Hackett has covered everything
from the General Assembly and
the coal fields to 35 Kentucky Derbies and the NCAA Final Four.
—Ralph E. Johnson, a retired
UK photojournalism professor.
Johnson was also a 26-year
veteran of The Associated Press,
working as a photographer,
reporter and editor in New York
City and Atlanta.
—Bennett Roach, an editor and
publisher of the Shelby News from
1941-1960. Roach was also former
president of the Kentucky Press
Association and was a writer and
columnist for the Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative.
—Earl Ruby., sports editor of
The Courier-Journal in Louisville
for 30 years. Ruby started at the
newspaper in 1920 as an office boy
and author of the daily sports column. ''Ruby's Report"

who take particularly good care of
their property."
Contest winners will be announced during American Home
Week, an annual event that reaffirms the value of home ownership
and the importance of ownership
rights. The Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors is one of
more than 1,860 boards in 50 states
that help comprise the National
Association of Realtors. This professional trade association
represents some 750,000 members
involved in every phase of the real
estate industry.
The deadline for entry forms is
April 8. Forms may be picked up
at any local realtors office.
Entries must include a snapshot
of the home, the address and the
owner's name,. All entries must be
nwner-oe&upied single Umily
residences and the homes will be
viewed in-April.
Each day during American
Home Week (April 24-30) a
photograph of the three honorable
mentions and two runners-up will
be printed in the Murray Ledger &

Times newspaper. On the final
day, the grand prize winner will be
published. Runners-up will

receive 150 with the grand prize
winner getting $100 and donations
from local businesses.

Pictured above are the members of the American Home Week Committee sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors. They
are, from left: Bobby Ethridge, Vickie Todd, Theresa Knight and Barbara Erwin. Members not pictured were: Joan Wayne, Sharon Wilson,
Kim Wilson and Chuck Williams.

PEANUTS

Easter Egg Decorating
and Hunt Kit

_

Come To The

Rizpah Shrine Circus
March 30 — 7 p.m.
March 31 — 2:30 & 7 p.m.
At The
Murray
Expo
Center

Lots 0t
xnualalS
114i

Clown
Tickets:

AN.

0

,4111)

Spring into Easter at Hallmark!
Get this colorful

As"

on't Miss

The
Motor
Mania
Cycle
Direct
From
Las
ProduThe
ction
Vegas
Of
The
Giant
"Spash".
Steel
Death
lGlobe Of
Motorcycle
Thriller.

Adults '5
"
Children 14"
Special Family Plan '16"
Includes 2 Adults & 3 Children

Tickets Available At:

Easter Egg Decorating & Hunt Kit
Only

(brnit one per

With any
$5 Hallmark
Purchase
CUslOrner)

Find your participating Hallmark shop listed in this
ad and get this PEANUTS Easter Egg Decorating &
Hunt Kit today, while supplies last. Kit includes egg
tablets, drying tray, decorating stickers, egg display
stands and paw prints to decorate the Easter
Beagle's egg hunt trail. it also includes prize stickers
to give as egg hunt prizes.

ONLY AT HALLMARK

*Rudy's Restaurant
*Murray Callowqy Co.
Chamber Of Commerce
*The Auto Laundry
*Racer Oil
*Benson & Benson Sporting
Goods
*The Donut Shack

-4factuAAL

uying Tickets Also Helps Support:

When you care enough to send the very best

'The Calloway County Band
Boosters
'Jaycees
•The Collegiate YMCA At MSU

Murray
Readmore Book-n-Card
Chestnut Hills Sh Ctr
759-9758

Proceeds For Rlzpah Temple Activities Not
For Shrinners Hospital For Crippled Children

SI/
1
4.WitT.41P
(It) 1988 Hallmark Cants Inc
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Antique seeker key prospect for crimes

14.6 C . Ft. No-Frost
Energy And Space Saving
Refrigerator
^a4,e, ,al e.lra
•.
v,

By BARBARA MA FEB
AP Newsfeatures
For most folks, April Fool's Day
comes only once a year. But for
active collectors, antiques dealers
;
1
1111
:
and mu*um curators, being an
Now Only
April Fool is a year-round hazard.
Moak Chet.,
There are three kinds of fakes to
trip up the unwary or unlucky antiWe Service What We Sell
ques seeker, according to Samuel
Pennington, editor and publisher
of Maine Antique Digest and
curator of an exhibition on fakes,
opening in New York on April 1.
Village Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 N
There's the outright forgery
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep(
759-1505
an object made intentionally to
--deceiit-e; the authentic piece that's
been "improved" to make it seem
more interes'ing or valuable; and
the unintended fake — often
something which, after changing
hands several times, becomes
confused with an older piece.
Which are the most common
fakes? It's a toss-up between the
outright fake and the old piece
that's been changed. In furniture,
the embellished old piece is most
common because for a fairly
small amount of effort one can
DUPONT CERTIFIED
First Quality
realize a good profit.
Asked to speculate on the reason
for forgeries. Pennington
downgraded the profit motive.
•Te.1,..reC siee, a0srb
,efrge,afor sne,es
.2
•2 fteezer 000,

3

Underwood Appliance

SPECIAL SPRING

SAL

•Wood Floors
•Congoleum and
Armstrong Vinyl
Wallcoverings • Window Blinds

"Over all, I don't think fakers
have gotten rich. The revenge
motive is the big one." For example, a reformed character told
Pennington he wants to get away
with just one more fake — not to
make money. but for the fun of the
thing.
Pennington, who had a 22-year
career in the C.S. Air Force before
establishing his monthly publication in 1973, says he has been
fascinated with fakes since then
and has wanted to curate an exhibition on the subject for at least
10 years.
It's an idea that also intereitFd
Robert Bishop. director of the
Museum of American Folk Art
and Frank Miele of Hirschi &
Adler Folk, a gallery.
The resulting "Folk Art Fakes
and Forgeries" is co-sponsored by
the museum and the gallery and
runs through April 30.
An example of an outright
forgery is a Brewster chair. The
real one is owned by the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and
was made before 1644 for Elder
William Brewster. The fake ,on
display in the show was made
around 1970 by Armand La Montagne in Providence, R.I., to em-

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Come in and register for
FREE CARPET to be
given away!
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Solar collectors trap heat for warmth
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category of collectible and have
barrass the museum world. Monalways existed at least since the
tagne revealed the hoax in 1977.
Romans began copying Greek
A redware lion that turned up
recently for $7,000 is an example of
art."
the most -ikely innocent or inThey aren't all bad since they
advertent fake.
add spice and "it would be a dull
Authentic redware lions made
world if everythingwas exactly as
by 19th-century Pennsylvania potit is purported to be," he added.
ter John Bell sell for about $20,000, The growing sophistication among
so when a picture of one turned u
collectors is leading to a more
for $7,000 in an ad in an antiques
questioning spirit and exposing
magazine, it piqued Pennington's
more fakes.
interest. He soon learned the picProfessionals guard against
tured piece was actually a 20thfakes by purchasing with great
century copy made in good faith
caution. They judge the source of
by two potters who sell similar exthe antique; they understand the
historic -context: -often, they- canampleS for $100 by the roadside.
feel if something is subtly wrong
"Some4ow, one got dirtied-up
for its purported period.
and scuffed around and ended up
in the ad for $7,000. The potters
The ultimate test: is a buy too
had nothing to do with the scuffgood to be true? A painted "Penning: they're still,selling them for
sylvania German" blanket chest
$100," he said.
that Pennington bought at auction
,for $450 is an example. The aucA genuine artist's paint box, cirtioneer made no attempt to pass it
ca 1820-1820, whose top is
off as the real thing and he bought
embellished with a landscape
the piece knowing it was not gescene painted around 1973 is an example of the old object doctored to
nuine. If it had been, it would have
make it more valuable.
gone for as much as $100,000
Fakes are considered to be
disruptive to the antiques
Naturally enough, sometimes
business, since collectors who even the pros get caught. When
learn they've bought a counterfeit they do learn they have been taken
may leave the field in disgust. in, dealers are honor-bound to
withdraw the item from the
Even to show fakes in an exhibimarketplace or to identify it for
tion is faintly disreputable.
what it really is.
"There is a feeling that the ex, hibit ) will ndermine the conPennington declined to
fidence in the market:* said
speculate on the proper behavior
1---for collectors who learn they own
Pennington.
suspect objects He hazanie the
He disagrees: "Fakes —
whether they are improvements. opinion that "usually they
outright forgeries or honest 'em Into an auction and let
mistakes — exist in every
somebody else worry about it "

SUN
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BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY - (502) 674-5530
Ownor, DWAIN WARREN
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — How do the solar collectors
on a house collect and hang on to
heat' We live in a moderate
climate area and may be interested. in changing to a solar
house.
A. — Not sure whether you
mean changing your residence or
merely changing the house so it
can collect heat from the sun's
rays. The solar collectors atop a
house or, for that matter.
alongside a house ) trap heat and
transfer it to a fluid that goes into
a storage area, where it is re,Jeased when the sun is not out. There
.are some variations on that, but
that is basically the idea. There
usually is a backup system that
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Pride in Property Contest

„9,0r.•• •-•
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Sponsored by the Murray Calloway County Board of Realtors.
n

e

, \\ Need to replace a worn-out
tub or shower, add a bathroom to
that new upstairs addition, or turn
s your unused closet into an extra
shower? Now you can. Remodeling
units by Aqua Glass install in two easy pieces
and can fit spaces from 32" to 60". They're
perfect for hard-to-reach areas and fit easily
through a standard door way. Choose from a
wide variety of colors.

Selection — Quality — Service

MURRAY SUPPLY
208 E. Main

753-3361

You can pick up entry forms at any
local REALTOR'S office.
'Deadline for entries has been extended through April 8.
'Homes will be viewed by 3 judges who are not affiliated with the Board
of REALTORS.
'Each day during American Home Week (April 24-30) a photograph of
the winning homes will be published in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Prizes will be given to the winning homes
by the following businesses:
'Peoples Bank
*Bank of Murray
'Republic Savings Bank
•Carolyn's Corner
•Walmart
•Hoffman's

*Hill's Custom Drapery
*Murray Lumber Co.
*Jones Landscaping
*Coast to Coast
'Flower Basket
'Gene & Jo's

'Shirley's Florist
'Judy's of Murray
*C.J's Casual
*Terry's Paint
'Murray Home & Auto

takes care of heating the house
when the solar equipment isn't
adequate enough to do so It is important the solar collectors be
placed where they can take advantage of the heat from the sun.
Q. — I have to refinish a considerable amount of furniture this
summer. I would like to use an ordinary varnish for the first couple
of coats, then apply the more expensive polyurethane varnish for
the top coat Will this work'
A. — Varnish manufacturers
maintain .that two different kinds
of varnish should not be used on
the same piece of furniture, since_
they are not always compatible.
This has become especially true
since polyurethane came on the
market. Polyurethane is a synthetic, most other varnishes are
not. It would not be wise to put one
on top of the other
Q. — I have recently started to
use what is called wet-or-dry sandpaper. I find using it with water
smooths the finish very well.
However, I have used this only on
...varnish and ..laclakel
now intend to finish a piece of furniture with shellac. but I wonder
whether it is OK to use wet sandpaper with it?
A. — Don't. Shellac and water
do not get along with each other
You can try the sandpaper with
oil, but the cutting or smoothing
action is much slower
Q. — I finished some furniture
with varnish recently but it did not
have the high gloss I wanted 'How
can I get it?
A. — You can buy one of the rubbing compounds made espeoial.ly.
for obtaining a high gloss or you
can use rottenstone powder and
water or oil. You must have used a
low-gloss varnish
Q. — While I have never replaced a faucet washer in the house we
now live in, I did in our previous
residence. It is an .old-fashioned
faucet, the same as the one in the
other house. I assume I should do
the same things I did before in
order to replace the washer
However, the last time there was a
shutoff valve under the sink. This
one doesn't have any. Will it be
necessary to shut off the water to
the entire house in order to fix the

faucet?
A. — If you can't find the valve
that shuts off the water to the sink
or whatever fixture it is, then you
have no choice but to close the
valve that lets water into the
house. If you don't, you will have
water shooting up to the ceiling
when you remove the faucet stem.
(The techniques of using varnish, lacuqer, shellac, stain,
bleach, remover, etc., are detailed
in Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," which
can be obtained by sending 75
cents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington,' NY
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column.)
0--
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Murray
Members of the News Center 11 anchor team at Murray State University (from left) Kim
Twigg,sophomore,
Murray; Kim Underwood, junior, Puryear, Tenn.; Kelli Burkeen, freshman, Murray;
and Harry Brubaker,
junior. New Enterprise. Pa., prepare for a broadcast supervised by John DiIlion (far right),
an instructor in
the Department of Journalism and Radio-TV. The program features news, weather
and sports and airs on

cable channel 11 in Murray and Mayfield.

Murray High academic team will
compete in scholastic tourney

Stained glass
class to be
given at MSU
A six-week, non-credit class to
teach basic skills in the design and
construction of stained glass will
he offered beginning Friday evening: April fs, at Murray State
l'niversity.
Sponsored by Murray State's
Leisure Connection, the three•
hour class will meet once a weel,
The first session is scheduled at 6
p.m in the Leisure Connection
workshop. located on the first floor
of the ('urns Center.
ljeryl Smith, insthictor for the
class, said glass for the first class
meeting and equipment will be
provided. A non-refundable fee of
$:15 per student is due at the first
session
Individuals will purchase their
own supplies fpr the.projects they
choose after the initial meeting.
Smith explained. Cost will vary
according to the materials
required.
(lass size is limited and interested persons are encouraged
to reserve their spot in the class by
calling 150:2 - ;2-6119.

Calloway County Sheriff J.D. illiams recently announced the formation of a Neighborhood watch organization by a group of citizens in the
area of the Bethal t filed Methodist Church. Pictured above, left to
right, are: David L. Harrington, assistant county attorney; Billy E.
Brandon, deputy sheriff; Philip Rogers, treasurer of the Watch
organization; Linda Rowland, vice president; and Toopie Moore, president. Brandon and Harrington met with the group on March 10 to explain the Neighborhood Watch program.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP
7 The Western Kentucky University Board of Regents voted Saturday to support President Kern
Alexander ix his efforts to
establish written policies for two
student publications.

Frances Drake
EDNESI IAN , MARtIl 30.

ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
You'll linng one project to comple
U.'H miss. bit deceptive trends in
business need watching You feel
inspired. but rememtwr also to be
prartiiai
TAURUS
( Apr 20 to May 20)
Don't be sold a philosophical bill of
Attds Even self improvement programs rilay be run by charlatans You
enjoy today's romantic and
I sure possibilities
' MINI
(Ma) 21 to June 20)
It would tw unwise to get financially involved with a mend at this
time New decorating ideas for the
home have you excited Some bnng
work home from the office
CANCER
(June 21 to.luly 22)
PIE
Though leisure events are favored,
you're a bit impressionable in
romance Today's musings may have
little bearing on reality. Your creativity is at a peak.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug 22)
Advice you receive today may be
misleading An ethical question arises
on the job Income should improve
Eliminating household clutter may be
a p.m project.
VIRGO
(Aug 23 to Sept 22)
SE
You're definitely in a romantic
mood. Just make sure that others are
sincere before you give your heart
away. Creative types are extremely
iduetive now
LIBRA
(Sept. 2:1 to( hi 22)
It's a low-key day. Things an,still
not clear about a home situation.
Catching up on rest and relaxation is
a major priority Some shopping is
indicated

Murray High School will be
competing in the quarter-finals of
the MET Scholastic Challenge to
be broadcast April 10 by the Kentucky Educational Television Network. The members of this year's
team are: Debbie Rutledge, Marty Scarbrough and Chip Adams.
Last October, 117 high school
academic teams from all over
Kentucky coverged on the KET
Network Center in Lexington to
compete in the preliminary
rounds of "Challenge." Out of

those teams, 27 qualified to compete in the quarter-finals.
Each hour-long program consists of two games with three high
schools competing each game.
Each game has five rounds of
questions in the areas of: English,
history, math and science, with
one round of questions devoted
solely to Kentucky.
The Kentucky round adds an interesting dimension to the program and provides a unique
challenge to the academic teams,

according to series producer Sally
Jackson.
The finals of the tournament will
be aired in May. The championship team will win $500, and the
two runner-up teams will receive
$250 each. The money, donated by
the Friends of MET, goes to the
libraries of the winning schools.
Other schools competing in the
April 10 broadcast include:
Franklin County, Bishop Bossart,
Clay County, Caldwell County and
Washington County.

WKU regents support Alexander

Your Individual
Horoscope
1.1 IR

The Murray High School academic team includes, from left to right: Chip Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William C. Adams Jr.; Debbie Rutledge, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Rutledge; and Marty Scarbrough, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Scarbrough.

Goe

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21
Daydreaming could interfere with
job accomplishment. but you seem to
be on the same wavelength as a
friend. Social life finds you quite
popular tonight.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Der. 21)
no time for gambling or taking
risks with capital Be careful not to
misplace a valued item. What you
learn today is of great help to you in
your career
CAPRICORN
(Dec.'22 to Jan. 19)
Others may be a bit mystified by
you today. as you keep your feelings
to yourself Some make plans to visit
distant friends. Group activities are
favored tonight. •
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. ;11)
Too many rion-truths are being
circulated now, hut private research
projects bring results You may
receive financial backing from an
unexpected party
PISCES
*MP
(Feb 19 to Mar. 20)
geed
A friend seems evasive A financial
proposal may not be sound Partner
ship interests are highlighted. Bonds
of affection should grow stronger
now
IF BORN TODAY you are creatively talented and good at getting
your ideas across to others. You can
get by on charm and wit, but do
better when you develop a sense of
responsibility The professions often
appeal to you and you would do well
as a lawyer, physician, or architect. At
times you scatter your energies, and
need a good education to help you
develop your potentials. You usually
do well in show business. Birthdate
of Eric Clapton, musician;• Frankly
Lame, singer.
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The board unanimously endorsed a resolution that said there is
"an obvious need for documentation of policies, procedures and
fiscal accountability for the College Heights Herald (newspaper
and the Talisman ( yearbook L.'.
and backed efforts to establish
such policies.
The proposals, being studied by
a subcommittee of a committee
appointed last year to look at the
operation of the Herald and the
Talisman, have been criticized
since being released March 16.
Opponents say the changes
would allow Alexander to censor
the sonietimes controversial
Herald.
But Board Chairman Joe
I racane said that is not the intent.
"Let me say that any form of administrative control for the written content of the College Heights
Herald is not and has never been
the desire of the board or of this
administration." Iracane said in a
statement released after the twohour special.session.
Alexander said the changes are
designed to place a buffer between
the student publications and the
president's office, which now is
responsible for its faculty
appointments.
"It protects the student press to
have procedures written...
we've) gone completely from a
discussion of policy to a discussion
of censorship," Alexander said.
"It took quite a leap to get there.'
Robert Adams. adviser to the
Herald, said he was pleased the
board chose to continue with the
subcommittee review.
"I'm pleased that the president
didn't get some sort of direction
from the board to scrap the plan."
Adams said. "I feel perfectly comfortable with what the committee
will do."
Alexander said he would allow a
panel of professional journalists to
review the committee's report and
make recommendations if there
was any concern over administrative interference into the
student publications.
The committee is expected to
report its findings to the president
by May 1
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Michael Pape (left) of Kell, Ill., and Patty Jo Clark of Paris, Tenn., both sophomore
s at Murray State University, are among the nominees in Kentucky in 19AS for a Harry S. Truman
Scholarship. They are congratulated
by Dr. James L. Booth, vice president for academic affairs. Two Truman
scholarship recipients are selected
from each state and announced in April. They receive up to $7,000 a year for their
junior and senior years and
for as many as two years in graduate school. To be eligible for a scholarshi
p, students must be pursuing a
degree in a field that commits them to a career in public service.

JOIN THE MILLIONS
OuNity•speaks far itself
That's why millions have
chosen SNAPPER. A
SNAPPER Hi-Vac' delivers
quality you can depend on to
tackle your toughest chores
in any season.

• HI-VAC DECK: Cuts grass
evenly and vacuums
clippings and leaves
effortlessly
• DISC DRIVE: Provides
smooth on-the-go shifting

• AUTOMATIC BLADE
STOP(RIDING
MOWERS): Instead of

seat switch that stops
engine

• BLADE-BRAKE-CLUTCH
(WALK MOWERS): Automatically stops the blade
without stopping the
engine (certain models
only)

Visit your SNAPPER dealer
today and join the millions of
satisfied SNAPPER users
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A division of Fuqua Industries

FOR THE SNAPPER
DEALER NEAREST YOU.
SEE YOUR YELLOW
PAGES UNDER LAWN
MOWERS

JOIN THE MILLIONS OF SATISFIED SNAPPER USERS.

SNAPPER,

Murray Home & Auto
Hours:

:30-6 Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5 Sat.

Chestnut St. Murray

753-2571 or 753-4110
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Price of baseball's best down considerably from a year ago
4

By The Associated Press

NEW YORK — The best lineup in baseball this
season would cast an owner $6 million less than a
lineup of the players with the highest salaries.
Rogers Clemens, Don Mattingly, Wade Boggs,
George Bell and Andre Dawson — all members of
The Associated Press major league All-Star team
last season — do not have the highest salaries at
- their positions this year.
On the most expensive team, they are replaced by
Rick Sutcliffe, Eddie Murray, Mike Schmidt, Jim
Rice and Dave Winfield.
The most expensive lineup in baseball would cost
an owner 818.469,222 this season, $100,000 less than
the 1987 payroll for the entire New York Yankees,
and more than the 1987 payroll of any other club.
Ozzie Snh .th St... 1.#0105___C.aranals' shortstop,

will have the highest salary in baseball this season at
$2.34 million, according to a review of major league
salaries conducted by The Associated Press.
Rice is second at $2,229,822. Gary Carter of the
New York Mets is third at 82,160.714 and Murray,
fourth. at $2,160,035.
Schmidt is fifth at $2.15 million and Sutcliffe, sixth,
at $2.07 million.
Completing the most expensive team in baseball
are outfielders Dale Murphy of Atlanta at $2 million,
Winfield at $1,958,651 and second baseman Paul
Molitor of Milwaukee at $1.4 million.
Two of the nine players with $2-million salaries
this season are excluded because of higher-paid
players at their positions — Fernando Valenzuela of
the Los Angeles Dodgers ($2.05 million ) and Mattingly ($2 million j, who signed a $6.7 million. three-year

NCAA tournament

contract with the Yankees this winter, the most
lucrative deal of the offseason.
Salaries were obtained from several player and
management sources. They include pro-rated shares
of signing bonuses and benefits but discount parts of
salaries that are deferred without interest. Many of
the players have incentive-bonus clauses that could
increase their incomes.
None of the highest-paid players made the 1987 AP
All-Star Team. Clemens, the two-time American
League Cy Young Award winner who will make $1.35
million, was the pitcher with the Most votes.
Benito Santiago, the catcher, has the lowest salary
of the AP All-Stars at $167,500. He also is the only AP
All-Star not eligible for salary arbitration. Santiago
was National League Rookie of the Year in 1987.
Mattingly was the AP first baseman, Juan Samuel
•

1
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Special thanks

Seeing the Final Four
'toughest ticket' ever
KANSAS CITY, Mo. )A13 —
And thousands upon thousands
Final Four tickets in this city
of Kansans suddenly want to be
brimming with well-heeled Kanthere. The Jayhawk basketball
sas fans could sell for as much
tradition. in fact, was firmly
82,000. scene speculators say.
established before John Wooden
Polic
ought it a good time to
ever won a game at UCLA. When
remind relfdents that ticket scalpKansans talk about their past,
ing in liarisas City is against the
names like James Naismith, Wilt
law,_
Chamberlain, Dean Smith and
0-From everything we've heard
Phog Allen spill from the tongue.
today. I do believe that this will be
Allen Fieldhouse, located on the
the toughest ticket in the history of
Kansas campus just 35 miles or so
sports." Richard Konzem, a harfrom Kemper Arena. has been
ried Kansas athletic official. said.
sold out for years. Students in need
"We could sell out the
of pocket money can always get
Superdome."
$40-$50 for a $10 ticket.
The Final Four long ago reachThe populous Kansas alumni in
ed parity with the World Series on
the greater Kansas City area are
the scalpers' list of profitable
mostly an affluent, upscale group
events. But when the Kansas
of professionals and business
Jayhawks beat Kansas State 71-58
leaders. They've suffered an emSunday in the finals of the NCAA
barrassing football program that
Tournament's Midwest Regional
won only one game last year and
at Pontiac, Mich.. they did more
ranked near the bottom of almost
thin join Oklahoma. Arizona and
every statistic the NCAA keeps.
Duke in the 50th anniversary of
But they love their basketball,
college basketball's party. They
they have money. and cozy little
stirred up a ticket frenzy that 36
Kemper seats only about 17,000.
hours later was gathering strength
We have been allotted 1.625
and fury like the tornado that
tickets for the Kemper Arena
whisked Dorothy and Toto away to
Final Four," said Konzem, Kt's
Oz.
assistant athletic director. "It's
"I was told that I could probably
just unbelievable how far that is
get $2,000 per ticket on game day,"
from filling our needs."
said a Kansas City advertising exTo Konzem falls the terrible job
ecutive with close ties to Kansas.
of saying no to thousands of loyal
"If I had a bunch, I would take
supporters who helped funnel
them to the bank and put them in
almost $2.5 million in donations inthe safety deposit box with the
to the athletic department last
gold coins," added the man, who
year.
asked that his name not be used.
"Supply is very, very limited.
In the first semifinal game
Demand is very, very large,"
Saturday. Kansas meets Duke. the
Konzem said. "The fact that one of
school that vanquished the
the teams is KU is not the only facJayhawks in the 1986 Final Four.
tor in this. You have Duke. an ACC
Oklahoma. another Big Eight' school with a great basketball
school, meets Arizona in the other
tradition already and a lot of loyal
semifinal.
(Cont'd on page 11)

$1.06 million) was at second. Boggs 41.65 million I
was at third and Alan Trammell 41 million ) was at
shortstop.
Bell 41,933,3331, Kirby Puckett ($1.09 million( and
Dawson ($1.85 million ) were the outfielders. Bell was
the American League MVP in 1987 and Dawson won
the award in the National League.
Dawson is close to displacing Winfield on the
highest-paid team. He reportedly has agreed on a
multiyear contract that would pay him $2 million this
season, setting aside his arbitration loss.
AP All-Stars' salaries total 812.101,833, 34 percent
less than the highest-paid team.
The average salary on the highest-paid team is
$2.046,580 while the average for the AP All-Stars is
$1,344,648. The average for all players last season
was $402,500, according to management figures.

Huskies getting greedy
heading into semifinals

.•••••

Murray State University academic coordinator to the basketball
team Dr. Charles Eldridge, who is retiring after 37 years of service to
the school, was given a plaque in honor of his work'with the Racers at
the team's banquet on Friday. Eldridge is shown with head coach
Steve Newton. Newton was also given a plaque by the team and Racer
Club president Bill Rayburn was honored by receiving the V.iU Ed
Stokes MSU Basketball .4ward.
Staff pboI4 b la % alter

NEW YORK ( AP ) — The Connecticut Huskies are getting
greedy.
"We've done a lot this year. but
we want a little bit more."
freshman Murray Williams said
after the Huskies beat Virginia
Commonwealth to advance to
tonight's-National Invitation Tournament semifinal against Boston
College at Madison Square
Garden.
"This is a fairy tale come true
right now. There's no way I could
ever have imagined this last year
when I signed to play at L'Conn."
Last season. the Huskies went
9-19 under first-year Coach Jim
Calhoun. This year. Calhoun has
guided the team to an 18-14 record,
including NIT victories over West
Virginia. Louisiana Tech and
VCU.
"You do really feel good for the
kids." Calhoun said. "We've made
them run hills. We've scream*
and yelled. Thig_pays them back
for all the hard work. And it
teaches the young players. what
they have to do."
Connecticut split two games
with Boston College this season,
with each Big East team winning
on its home court.
"We've played five times the
last two seasons." BC Coach Jim
O'Brien said. "Maybe one of those
games was well-played The rest
were sloppy. I hope we can put on
a better show this time.**
• Boston College; 18-13, • finished
seventh in the Big East. while Connecticut was ninth and last. But
both teams did well outside the
league. the Eagles going 12-2. the
Huskies 13-1.
"Of our 14 losses this year. 12 of

them have come against people in
the NCAA or NIT," Cathbun said
The other NIT semifinal. Ohio
State against Colorado State. matches coaches familiar with
Madison Square Garden.
Boyd Grant of Colorado State
coached Fresno State to the NIT
title in 1983. Cary Williams of Ohio
State was -at Boston College for
tout years before • taking the
Buckeyes job two years ago
Grant left Fresno State after the
1986 season and took a year off
before returning to his alma
mater
The Rams. 21-12. advanced to
the NIT semifinal with victories
over New Orleans. Houston and
Arkansas State
''It's the biggest thing :hat
happened to _our school.
said of the 64-4 vi( tory
Arkansas State l!'s
J.' '",i'
New Year's Eve
- Colorado State is led by Pat
Durham, a6-foot." junior forward
He is averaging 23 3 points a game
during the toticnament, four point,
above his season average
Ohio State, 19-12, heat Old-I iorni
mon, Cleveland State and NelA
Mexico to advance to _the_ NIT
Final Four
Williams. who took Boston College to the NCAA round of 16 tw Ire
and to the final eight once said his
postseason success may be due to
his teams' style of play
"We're not the usual kind ot
team.— he said "‘Ve're a little dif.
ficult to prepare for when they
play us the firs4- time. In a tournament like this, you don't get much
time to prepar.. for the other
guys."

Olympics

Boycott not out of the question for African nations protesting all-star rugby tour
LONDON (API — An Olympic
boycott isn't out of the question for
African nations protesting a tour
of South Africa by an all-star
rugby team. although an antiapartheid leader says he is not
recommending such action at this
time.
"A boycott of the Olympics is
the last card, and we will not play
it at the start," Aamdou Lamine
Ba, secretary general of the
Supreme Council for Sport in
Africa, said Monday. "But if that
in the end is the only option, we
will play it. We will do everything

at our disposal."
Lamine Ba said he would first
appeal to member countries of the
International Rugby Football
Board to withdraw from the tour,
scheduled for the summer.
Sam Ramsamy, chairman of the
London-based South African NonRacial Olympic Committee, said
his group would take a wait-andsee approach.
"If the position is going to be
very grave, then unfortunately
African countries have said they
might consider a boycott," Ramsatny said.

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH

—

---

Beautiful new all-suite resort 1 or 2 bedroom suites have fully equipped kitchens,
living/dining area, private balcony, Cable
TV and HBO
Swimming pools, sun
decks, wide expanse of beach. Enjoy
sigihtseeing, golf, tennis, water sports,
fishing Near 1-4 and 1-95 . just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida attractions

121BECILISAILIESIGEAN
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach
Special Rates:
$35.00* ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$42.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE
• Per person, per night. double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel
421

Based on availability from
Apr. 16 to May 25, 1988

S. Atlantic Ave , New Smrynh Beach, FL 32069(904)-423-8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800=342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

-

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA

One alternative being discussed
would be to try to block a bid by
Cardiff, Wales, to host the 1994
Commonwealth Games if Welsh
rugby players take part in the
tour. Wales has one of the world's
top teams.
"We need to hit British sport
where it hurts the most," Ramsamy said.
Meanwhile, the International
Olympic Committee said it hopes
a history of good relations with
Africa will help avoid an antiapartheid boycott of the Summer
Games at Seoul.

Although,rugby is not an Olympic sport, a South African tour by a
New Zealand team helped spark
an African boycott of the 1976
Olympics at Montreal.
Since then, the IOC has worked
to develop strong ties with African
governments and sports officials,
IOC spokeswoman Michele Verdier said.
"The IOC enjoys very good relationships with all the African countries and all the African NOCs i national Olympic committees 1," she
said. "The IOC has always helped
these countries and these coun-

tries have always had a very
positive response to the Olympic
movement."
Verdier said tie IOC can take no
official action regarding the tour
"This is first of all a matter for
the rugby board. It is totally a
matter for rugby and for rugby only," she said in a telephone interview from IOC headquarters at
Lausanne, Switzerland.
‘'erdier said the IOC had approached neither the African nations nor the rugby board about its
decision last week to allow the
South African tour in July and

August.
"There has been no recent contact," she said. although noting
that IOC president Juan Antonio
Samaranch "has regular cunt:Act
with all the national Olympic corn•
. mittees and all the associations of
national Olympic committees. including Africa."
Because of its apartheid
policies, South Africa has been
barred from the Olympics and
most other international sports
events. Only a few sports, such as
rugby and tennis, maintain formal
links to the country

Louisville hopes to use spring to tighten defense
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API— Plugging a porous defense that surrendered nearly 430 yards and more than 31 points per game last year is
the main concern for Louisville Coach Howard Schnellenberger heading
into spring football practice.
"Had our defense been as far along as our offense last year, we probably would have won another three games," Schnellenberger said of
the disappointing 3-7-1 campaign "So, obviously, we've got to work hard
on the defense."
Even though 10 defensive starters return, none has a spot secured,

First of Michigan
Corporation

FoM

Schnellenberger said. As a result, each practice session should be extremely competitive.
"That's the beauty of spring practice," the coach said. "You give
everybody a chance to compete and challenge for a starting position. By
the end of practice. you know who the best kid is at each position."
The Cardinals begin spring drills today. NCAA regulations allow five
practice days in sweats and 15 days of contact work. But
Schnellenberger said he has never used the full allotment in his more
than three years on the job.
"We always get in 16 or 17. You always get a lot of bruises, strains and
general injuries, so it's hard to go 20," he said.
The most intense battle may be at quarterback. where five players
will be vying for the three spots on the depth chart behind incumbent Jay
Gruden. The candidates — all of whom played on the scout team last
year — are Rob Nutile and Browning Nagle, transfers from Maryland
(Cont'd on page II)

Members New Verb Stark F irlisnre in

Morris Bilbrey
Senior Vice President - Investments
0705 Orchard Lake Road Went Bloomfield, Michigan
431322
Michigan HMO 954 1443
Kentucky (502) 759 1840

In the Tony Boyd Insurance Agency ad that ragin
the 1988 Profile section it was incorrectly stated that thebgency
nffer State Auto Mutual The Agency does not rev*.
sent State Auto Mutual but they do offer Grange Mutual,
Maryland Casualty, Travelors, Kentucky Central, American Indemnity, Minnehoma, AMA, Kentucky Mutual, Midwest Mutual
Progressive Casualty, Golden Rule, Dairyland • and Moore
Group Insurance
We are sorry for any inconvenience this may have caused.
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Newton named district's top coach
From MSU Sports Information

Steve-Newton, head basketball
coach at Murray State University,
has been named the District 7
Kodak Coach of the Year, as
selected by the National Association of Basketball Coaches
(NABC i.
Newton guided his Racers to a
22-9 record this season, including
the school's first win in the NCAA
Tournament, a stunning 78-75
upset defeat of nationally-ranked
North Carolina State.
"I appreciate the recognition
accorded by my peers in the
coaching profession," said
Newton of the award, but I
always consider awards such a.s
these as earned by the entire
coaching staff. In light of that, I'm
pleased to say that the NABC has
recognized us as the 'Staff of the
Year'."
Led by All-America candidates
Jeff Martin and Don Mann, the
Racers won their first Ohio Valley
Conference regular-season championship since 1983 with a 13-1
record, including a perfect 7-0
road record, the first of its kind in
the OVC since 1970. By winning
their first OVC Tournament championship since 1964, the Racers
earned their first bid to the NCAA
Tournament since 1969.
In first-round competition, MSU
— seeded 14th in the Midwest
_region — upset No. 3 seed North
Carolina State, matching the
largest upset according to seeding
ever in the NCAA Tournament.
The Racers also took Final Four
participant Kansas to the final
seconds before succumbing by
three points, 61-58. in second-

round competition.
"We ask our team to play hard,
play together, and play with great
intensity," said Newton, "and this
team was able to do just that. This
is the first time I've been
associated with a team which has
met every one of its team goals for
the season."
Murray State completed a
sweep of the top five awards
issued by the OVC office: regularseason championship; tournament championship; Player of the
Year (Martin): Tournament Most
Valuable Player (Martin); and
Coach of the Year (Newton). Martin and Mann received first-team
All-OVC honors and were joined
by senior center Carl Sias on the
OVC All-Tournament team.
By earning District Coach of the
Year honors, Newton is one of 15
finalista—for-the—national Kodak
Coach of the Year, to be announced Sunday, April 3, at the Final
Four in Kansas City, Mo.
District 7 includes the states of
Kentucky and Tennessee. Division
I institutions in the district are:
University of Intucky, University of Louisville, University of Tennessee, Memphis State University, Vanderbilt University,
Morehead State University,
Eastern Kentucky University,
Western Kentucky University,
Tennessee Technological University, Middle Tennessee State
University, Austin Peay State
University, and Tennessee State
University.

Calloway falls to Hopkinsville
The Calloway County girls fifth
and sixth grade all-star basketball
team ended its season in Lexington on Saturday. A hot-shooting
Hopkinsville team handed the
team its only loss of the year in the
first round of the Junior Pro State
Tournament. Calloway fell to 14-1.
Hopkinsville hit on seven of its
first 10 shots, while Calloway
could only manage five field goals
in the first half. But with five
minutes remaining in the contest,

Steve Newton

Lota I
Itm% ling
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Calloway County Laker basketball award winners at last Toesday's banquet included (top) Tim Armstrong, assists and drawing charges; (middle, 1. to r.) Chad Stubblefield, defense and academic; Trent Campbell,
field goal percentage; (bottom, I. to r.) Corey Wells, MVP and free
throw percentage; Fred Jones, 110 Percent and rebounding. Not pictured is Tim Carpenter, most improved player.

police Slpt._13111y Richardson said.
"I can tell'you that we have done.
some enforcement of this law in
the past."

901 9. SYCAMORE

Social Security.
It never stops working.

('alloway County Lady Laker basketball award winners at last Tuesday's banquet included (back, left to right) Angela Woods, rebounding;
Angie Miller, coaches' award; Erica Muskgrow, MVP; Holly Cherry.
most improved player; (front, left to right) Pam Bucy, defense; Tracy
Banks, free throw' percentage and academic; Stefani Barnett,
academic.,-.Not pictured is Cynthia Garland, field goal percentage.
Staff pbotosb) Daniel

SUPER BEER BUY!
MADE
THE AMERICAN WAY

REGULAR, LITE &
GENUINE DRAFT

025
000
11141

69
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1451
1425
1406
17110
1073
1070
igin

LOOSE CASE
24/12 OZ. CANS
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101
191

175
171

16
30
34"
37

Glenallen Hill outfielder. to Syracuse of the
International League
Assigned Erie.
Yelding shortstop, to Knoxville of the
Southern League
National League
NL-Named Gary Darling and Mark
Hirschtieck umpires
ATLANTA BRAVES -Traded Jeff Dedmon, pitcher. to the Cleveland Indians for a
player to be named later
CHICAGO CUBS-Agreed to terms with
Andre Dawson on a two-year contract,
replacing his arbitration contract
CINCINNATI REDS-Released Angel
Salazar, shortstop. and Lary Sorensen, pitcher Assigned Pat Perin° pitcher. to their
minor league camp
•
LOS ANGELES DODGERS-Optioned
Mike Sharperson and Craig Shipley. infielders. Gilberto Reyes catcher. Mike
Hartley. pitcher, and Jose Gonzalez, Ralph
Bryant and Mike Devereaux, outfielders, to
Albuquerque of the Pacific Coast League •
Placed Len Matuszek infielder-outfielder.
on waivers for the purpose of giving him his
unconditional release
BASIS TBALL
LOStANGELES CLIPPERS-Signed
Claude Gregory. forward. for the remainder
of the season and Steve Burn guard. to a
10 day contract
.
HOCKEY
0- sisal
anal Hockey League
HARTFORD 45HALERS -Signed Jody
forward. and Adam Burt, defenseman,
to multiyear contracts
Signed Mare
LaForge. defenseman Agreed to terms with
Peter Sidorkiewicz. goaftender
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530
502
490

4129
11011
5419

0ASLI11_11.1.
American League
013CIPSTON RED SON -Assigned Pat Dodson, first baseman, Danny Sheaffer catcher and Rob Woodward. John Leister and
Zech Crouch, pitchers to their minor league
camp
CALIFORNIA ANGELS-Released Jack
Eimple catcher, and Mark Rya), outfielder
Assigned Dante Bichette, outfielder. and
Darrell Miller: catcher to thytr minor
league camp Placed Greg Mints91 pitcher.
on the I5-day, disabled list Signed Johnny
Kay outfielder to a contract extension
throtigh 1989
CHICAGO WF.IffTE SOX -Assigned Joel
Davis. pitcher' to Vancouver of the Pacific
Coast League
DETROIT TIGERS- Acquired Don
Schulze, pitcher from the Minnesota Twins
for Karl Best pitcher Released Tim Lollar.
pitcher
..•'3:ANSAS CIfY ROYALS-Assigned Larry
Owen" catcher_ to Omaha of the American
AssOCiation Placed Ed Beans catcher on.
tEie'disabled list
MIL% AUKEE BREIAERS-Assigned
Ronn Reynolds. catcher, to their minor
league complex
SEATTLE: MARINERS-Released Mike
Trujillo pitcher • Placed Scott Bankhead
pitcher on thit.21,day .disablecipst Assigned
ihnlette, catcher. Brick Smith. first
'inseman. and Donnell Nixon and Dave
lengel outfielders, to Calgary of the Pacific
'oast League Assigned Rod Scurry pitcher.
..nd Nelson Simmons. outfielder, to their
minor league camp
ToonNTo BLUE JAYS-Assigned

I
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221
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berth
playoff
x-clinched
y -clinched division title
Monday's Games
Boston 106 New Jersey 105
New York 114, Dallas 106
Philadelphia 106, Houston 98
Los Angeles Clippers 102. Detroit 100
Tuesday's Games
New York at Cleveland
Dallas at Atlanta
Portland at San Antonio
Utah at Los Angeles Lakers
Denver at Sacramento
Chicago at Seattle
Nednesdas's linleX
Houston at Boston
Milwaukee at Philadelphia
Cleveland at Washington
Atlanta at Detroit
Golden State at Phoenix
Chicago at Los Angeles Clippers

Transactions

444
415
474
494
70

2:43
225
223

753-8355

NBA

Diller or Dollar
1 V114,1
Bowling I eagles
Team
AA
Shield of Shelter
54114
[`eine. Ice Service
554
Holland Drugli
55
Rick's Welding
524
by.. Noel Tax Service
504
Pockets
70
fillgth Team Game Clitri
Public Ire Service
Rick's Welding
Joyce Noel Tax Service
High TP111111 Game INC)
Pockets
Public Ire Service
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Higli Team aeries
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Public Ice Service
Rick s Welding
Migh Team Series (HUI
Joyce Noel Tax Servii e
Pockets
Rick's Welding
Public Ice Service
Nigh Ind Game
Lois Smith
Pat Hesaeirnde
Patty Harris
Illgh Ind (Mine 111(1
Karen 1)owdy
Joyce Noel
Patty Harris
High Ind Series 5(1
I AAP Smith
Pat Hestrelrode
Reny Smith
IRO Ind Series Hi ,
Karen Dowdy
Lois Smith
JOyee VolpIntemln
High Averages
Pat Hesseirode
Lois Smith
Betty Smith

Calloway - McClarcl 15, Shelton 12, Chester
Bucy 5, Johnson 4, Rickman 2. Alexander o
Beach 0. Pigg O. Stubblefield 0

SCOREBOARD

Final Four•••
(Coord from page 10)
fans. Then you have Arizona.
which is making its firSt trip to the
Final Four antihas all that excitement surrounding k and creating
Interest among the fans.
"And then you have Oklahoma
Not only is Oklahoma a second Big
Eight school with Kansas, but it's
a bordering state with Kansas and
Missouri."
Anybody with a handful of
tickets and dreams of early retirement would do well to ponder city
ordinance No. 26.57. It clearly says
that it is against the law to "resell
a ticket or entry to a public entertainment event" for more than
face value.
"You can get a fine not to exceed $500, or a jail sentence of no
more than 60 days. or both,"

Calloway overcame a 17-point
deficit by utilizing a full-court
press, outscoring Hopkinsville 28-9
and taking a 48-46 lead with 52
seconds left.
Hopkinsville nailed two free
throws and added a field goal,
however, to escape with a 50-48
win.

Pride of the Lakers

Louisville hopes...

e,

PAGE ii

Local sports

District 1 Tom I'enders
Rhode Island
University
District '2 Mike Dean Siena College
District 3 John Chancy. Temple University
District 4 Dick Tarrant. University of
Richmond
District 5 Bobby Crem ins. Georgia Tech
District 6 Norm Sloan. University of Florida
DISTRICT 7 STEVE NEWTON. MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY
District El Ben Jobe Southern University
District 9 Dave Bliss Southern Methodist
University
District 10 Gene Ready, Purdue University
District 11 Stan Albeck Bradley University
District 12 Lon Kruger. Kansas State
University
District 13 Laden Anderson. Brigham Young
University
District 14 Ralph ' Miller, Oregon State
University
District 15 Paul Westhead. Loyola Marymounl
University

Following is a complete list of
the District Kodak Coaches of the
Year.

((oord from page 10)
and West Virginia. and redshirt freshmen Joey Crenshaw„Brian Browning and Erik Watts.
"Jay's No. 1 He can't lose his job in spring practice." Schnellenberger
said. "Everybody else has never played a down for Louisville. We have
to give them a lot of work ... to have a good feel for who's No. 2, No. 3 and
No. 4. Five and six will be moved elsewhere."
Gruden. who will be a senior in the fall, set a single-season passing
record last year when he threw for 2.481 yards and is just 1,978 yards shy
of breaking Ed Rubbert's career passing mark of 5.496 yards.
Gruden will have a pool of talented receivers to throw to this season,'
including Joey Hamilton, who led the team'with 490 yards on 24 catches
last year,
Schnellenberger said the offensive line "ought to be a lot better
because we've got them all coming back."
_,Jair defensive line, on the other hand, as well as the cornerback positions, are "a glaring weakness." the coach said.
But Schnellenberger said that comes with having a young squad coo,
sisting of 13 seniors, 14 juniors, 30 sophomores, 16 redshirt freshmen and
30 freshmen
-We're still two years away from being where everybody else is," he
said. "But that's all right because we are the strongest and deepest
we've been, and the most experienced we've been."
Schnellenberger plans to- wrap up spring practice. which will include a
scrimmage April 9 at Fort Knox, with-the annual Red-White game April
23

TUESDAY, MARCH 29, 1988
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111e Party Mart
509 Lone Oak Rd Hannon Plaza
M to 10 P.M
Fro clod Sot til

Open 8 A

11 P.M.

HUTSON GRAIN
is now
operating
the
grain elevator
at the
Port of Murray
(Formerly the Pillsbury Co.)

"Let us discuss
your grain marketing
needs with you.

PRICE EFFECTIVE MU APRIL 6TH

I' WI I: tII,b, 11().1'

T. Parker

753-8355

Call Steve Smee or Dan Boaz
.MosterCard

474-2295
800-592-5409 Ky. or Tn.)

Rt. 3, Box 2841
/
2
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Math contest held at Murray State
More than 500 area high school both team and individual divistudents from Kentucky, sions. Winners in the comprehenAlabama, Illinois and Tennessee sive examination will receive
will work through a series of scholarships to Murray State.
challenging mathematics proRegistration for the contest will
blems as part of the 1988 begin at 8:45 a.m. Testing will be
Mathematics contest Tuesday. conducted from 9:30 to 10:50 a.m.
March 29, at Murray State KCTM 'members attending the
University.
competition will meet during the
,The 17th annual competition, testing period.
sponsored by the Kenlake Council
Awards will be given at 1:30
of teachers of Mathematics
KCTIMI and the Department of
Interested persons may contact
-Mathematics at Murray State, Dr.Crawford Rhaly. director of
features four categories of the 1988 Mathematics Contest.
testing: algebra I, algebra II, Department of Mathematics.
geometry and comprehensive.
Murray State University, Murray
Trophies will be awarded for Ky., 1.5021 762-3712. for more
first, second and third places in information

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

1

2

15

16

19

ELAN
RAIN
OD
LIED
KNELT
LIP
DART
SEED
LAOS
TIRE
DG
AD
PREPARE
AM
PEP A T E
S 01 ES
MOTET
SE
TEN.
English

3 Spanish
article
4 Brief
5 Zodiac sign
6 Baseball
position

1 Tat Mahal site
2 Bank
transaction
4

12-

AMA
130 R A UBE
WONDER
ENT I RU
EN
OPERANIG
AS
DI
TAIel MASS
AlEiT
DOElla
BEE
TYLER
TOOT
SN

DOWN

3

11

Answer tOsPrevious Puzzle

39 Article
40 Los Angeles:
abbr.
41 Unit of
Italian
currency: pl.
43 Comoetent
45 Period of
time
47 Interpose
50 College deg.
52 Sums up
53 Guido's high
note
56 Mountains of
Europe
58 Not hollow
60 Negative
prefix
61 Type of salad
63 Esculent
65 Start
66 Concerning
67 Sight organ

1 Tavern stock
4 Tantalum
symbol
6 Accomplishments
11 Snead or
Nicklaus, e.g.
13 Native
American
15 Sun god
16 Get up
18 Choir voice
19 Collection of
facts
21 Fur-bearing
animal
22 Coroner:
abbr.
23 Hold chair
of authority
26 Actor Taylor
29 Partner
31 Permits
33 Greek letter
34 Supposing
that
35 Mr. Carney
38 Uncooked

5

6

7 Printers

measure
8 Style of
7

8

10

13

14

17

18

21

20

22

24

23

9

25

26

27

28

furniture
9 Masonic
doorkeeper
10 Posed for
portrait
12 Note of scale
14 Japanese
drama
17 Go by water
20 Suitable
24 Actual
25 Airline info.
27 Semiprecious
stone
28 Eat
29 Distance
measure
30 At a distance
32 Steve Forrest
Series

29

r

31

34

35

ao

41

45

37

36

47

46
50 ill

56

36 Edge
37 Sedition
ill
ill
42 The taro
38
39
44
Buzzing
III
insect
42
43 44
46 Lessen
48 Time waster
48 49
49 Stage
whisper
53 54 55
51 Waste- metai
54 Comedian
59
60
Tomlin
55 Toward
63
shelter
64
56 Above
57 Actor Lowe
66
67
59 Roman gods
62 Agave plant
01988 United Feature Syndicate 64 Exist

52

se

57U

61

RUR

62

•

65
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1
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AS of this date, 3 23 88,
wilt not be responsible for
debts other than my own
Donald Glenn Scott
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INVITATION TO BID
The following described real estate has
been declared surplus by art act of the
Calloway County Fiscal Court on April 13,
1982. This property known as the old
Calloway County Highway Barn.
Sealed bids will be received by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court in the office
of the Calloway County Judge/Executive,
Courthouse, Murray, Ky., until 1:00 p.m. on
April 12, 1988, for the following property:
Beginning at a concrete post on the west
side of Fifth Street at a corner common to
party of the first part and Parker. thence
extending in a northerly direction 141 feet
along the west side of Fifth Street to the
center line of Roseberry Branch, thence extending in a westerly direction along the
center line of Roseberry Branch 100feet-to
a point common to the party of the first part
and King, thence at right angles and in a
southerly direction along the eastern line
of King for a distance of 78 feet to another
point common to the party of the first part
and King, thence at right angles and extending in a westerly direction for 92 feet to
a point common to king, nose and party of
the first part, thence at right angles and in
a southerly direction along the line of Rose
and Jones. a distance of 121 feet to a point
common to Jones, Dunn and party of the
first part, thence at right angles in an
easterly direction, a distance of 36 feet,to
a point common to Dunn. Fitts, and party
of the first part. thence at right angles and
in a northerly direction to a point common
to Fitts and party of the first part, thence
at right angles and in a easterly direction
153 feet along the northerly line of Fitts and
Parker to the west side of Fifth Street, the
point of beginning.
ALSO: beginning at the northwest corner
of the Calloway County Garage; thence
north in the line with the west end of said
garage to the Grantors' north property
line: thence east with the Grantors' north
property line to the property of the
Grantees; thence south to the northilde of
the County\ Garage; thence west with the
north side the County garage to the point
of beginning.
This deed conveys all the property owned by
the Grantors which lies north of the County Garage Building.
Grantors do further convey unto the
Grantees herein and to their agents, servants and employees the right to ingress
and egress across property of Grantors
ivhich lies within 20 feet of the northwest corner of said garage building for the purpose
of entering and leaving said premises into
South Sixth Street.
Terms of this sale are cash. The Calloway
County Fiscal Court reserves the right to
reject any and all bids or to accept the
highest and best evaluated bid.
•
George H. Weaks
Judge/Executive
Calloway County
Murray, Kentucky

YOU CAN NANPLE IT, -11400611,
CHARLIE BROWN,BECAUSE
YOU'RE A LOW-KEY PERSON

L

_Ito

CLASSIFIED

10 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
759-9920

JO AN'S Varieties has
name brand childrens
and junior spring ar
rivals, ladies
springwear and- chil
dren and ladies bathing
suits at 400o off! Acid
washed leans and
overalls, 9 months 7
years Layaways
available Jo An's
Varieties on the square,
753 9569

2

Notice

1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayments amounts
You will be required to
pay even more of the
bill In fact, if you g0 to 1/
the hospital, you Or
your insurance will
have to pay the first
$540 00
before
Medicare
pays
anything For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7684110
"Our Seth Year"

3

Notice

Gil's
Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Steam & Vacuum
System

Special!
Three Rooms
& Hall

*39.95
1315 Olive Blvd.
753-3727
Gil Sinve_q_

6

Help Wanted

LOAN . Originator The
Cumberland, one ofP
Kentucky's largest
statewide financial in
stitutions, is seeking an
experienced loan
originator for our
Mayfield Office The
successful candidate
will have a minimum of
two years origination
experience in both
government and coven
tional loans The Cum
berland offers competi
tive salary plus corn
mission and benefits
Respond in confidence
with resigne and salary
history to The Cum
berland, MaryAnn
Lilly, ZOO West Broad
way, Louisville, KY
40202 E_QE

Help Wasted

6

HOME Childcare,
Monday Friday, infants
to 4 years Call 437 4678
10 Business Opportunity
LAUNDROMAT and
Home for sale by owner
Must sell due to health
reasons For.. informa
lion call 474 8015
1 1

Instruction

TRAVEL AGENT
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST

WEED-ED fotirrt'e

15 years ekpe
. ()lance

time Train on the airline
experienced bodyman
oniputers Horne stud) And
Also, full time equip
resident training Financial
ment clean up person
NOTICE Visit Uncle THE Gold Nugget
mil Ai ailahle fob plaretnent
Dependabil
and re
Jeff s newly expanded South Side Of square, sponsibii ay ity
a%sistani Nititl0f141 /idqtr•
a must tor
silk flower department Mayfield, Ky 247 6762 both positions
1.ighlhooy. It Ii.
Send
with discounts up to Sea' Diamonds, black hills resume to
4.(*.t TOE IS I 4411001.
Good selection of hand gold, 141st gold chains 389, Murray P 0 Box
wraps Also, check out "We sell for less!" "We
1-800-327-7728
our furniture and gut
guarantee it
Jimmy NUR SEOR
S ii
ware departments Hwy
Thompson Jeweler
TECHNICIAN Insur
641 South, 753 6575
TRANSFER your 8MM ance examiner in
home movies to video Murray and vacinity to
tape S350 per SO ft complete paramedical
reports including vitai
reel tape included
TI{.41.\
Also slides negatives signs medical history
To BE .4
ana photographs Free and venipuncture PDS
New bed with 28
Flu PEEssh I\ Ai.
1435 Lewisylle
pick up and delivery
Wolff belarium S
*SI Ott Taki
Clemmons Rd 71
Call Donna Darnell
•-fri Itf t PTIoN
lamps. 300 degree
Video Production Clemmons NC 7701?
Specialties 759 9246
ef ‘1( T111
919 766 0628 between .1
tanning. 47 — wide
•1 1 /1?-1iff1
and 8P M
bed. Built-in fans.
PART TIME Female
Kitchens by
Low rates. 2 beds.
Restaurant help nays.
. • '
WARD ELKINS nights and weekends
Nrataler
Stella area.
•
must be 21 Apply at the
"Vie create the world's Big Apple Cate
Call Carol At
US
•rt•••••
Ud 4.aoleAka.
Pu••••••st 1,••••••••.•
6415. Puryeai TN or
finest kitchens''
Mei
call 901 247 5798 after
1
327
11 30A M
N tit I mllioni
411 Maple 753-1713
TiN Director of Nursieu
needed for 118 bed faci'
WANTED Sleeping 6 Help
Wanted
ity Experience preferred
room with kitchen
privileges Prefer priv
COSMETOLOGIST 04, but not absolutely neces
ate bath For Fall 1988
BARBER STYLIST . sarN Most have 'strong 14 Want to Buy
manage
Call Mon Thurs 762 2905.. Multi Licensed Salon supervisory
merit and nursing
jUNK cars and
seeking mature. re
evrettent benefits & 4Sa• 'Or Larry -45) le), •
SpOnsible, individual
_t5T- OQlNT. p
Excellent opportunity cnance for aayaricernenr
to earn 16K plus per Apply in person a' Aarted any S.!, iv
or,dition
year 753 2279 after Oakyiew Manor 1.4"1. 6:
East, Calvert Cl, P •
'.800443 7140
6 30P M
EOE
MFHv
•
Or .ental Ruus
FEDERA-L, state 8.
civil service tobs 118.4 RN 'Nurse Supervisors wante: .Any Slip of
, and;/,on Catl toil free
to $69.891 Immediate needed for 11 land
.
openings! Call Job Line sh,fts Competitive be '800 341 7847
pacsag.
. •A ?.errn 100" AM
1 518 459 3611 Ext f 973.„. net its
Contact Personne
ckyictil,ED call '53
24rirs
Do people
Marshal
GET Paid for reading Hospital l County
503 Geo il).-.NTED Nice cherry
books 1100 00 per title
really
McClain Drive Benton
or mahogany secretary
Write PASE 187L, 161 KY
42025
Priced reasonably
S Lincoinway, N
read
cir c l e r one yyt,th
Aurora. IL 60542
Housekeeper/Nanny
rawer s Ca o 2.1'4170
IMAADIATE Opening
Lor Sales Consultant
the
servicing professional
hair styling salons in
classifieds? the
Paducah and sur
rounding areas Will
Call 502-354-6733
represent a reputable
after 5 p m
Professional, full
service beauty supply RN
Dar* Fire Cured.
S
P N
S.
ompany Company Positions
available in
seeks honest, hard
s Flexible
working individual who obStetric
hopes Competitive be
wants to reach $50 $75. nerts
package Contact
Call:
200 year Experience o r Submit
ap
helpful but not neces blication
resume to
492-8566
sary Send resume 10 Marshall County
631 West Market Street, Hosp-itai
, 503 Geo
After 5 p.m.
Louisville, KY .40202 McClain Drive
Benton
A TTN Personnel Mgr
•
K Y 41025 ATTN
Personnel
16 Home Furnishings
Ilse
Sales help wanted for
WENDY'S is now
local clothing store
rig applications for BRAND New Cou •
:issistant Managers for nn , 01' fiorai
Sales experience re
'his area Previous mauve light blue sca
quired
Excellent
lfows $ix
experience helpful but gre,en with
nefrts Send resume
not necessary Send firm
to
resume with references
o uRA mhite 1986
to Joe Branson, Pt I
P0 Box 292. Murray.
Box 656 D. Hardin KY Aniripool refrigerator
THE Bid will be let for
16 ?lcu ft no frost $395
NEED Work Full or 42048
the upkeep Of
753 8019
the Part time, call Avon,
Friendship, Cemetery
9 Situation Wanted
LIVING Room couch
Saturday, April 2, Faye McClure, 753 0232
$100 Lounge chair with
CHRISTIAN
family
or
will
if
you
want
to
buy
1 00P M For more
footstool $75 Both ex
do mowing light .haul
Avon
information, call 753
NEED a 10b,4 openings ing, and house cleaning (relent condition Call
2370 or 753 5850
now You may qualify Prices reasonable 192 after SP M 753 9384
NICE matching set of
if
(11you do not have 8899
GED or your high GENERAL house and coffee tables & 2 end
school diploma, 121 you office cleaning 6 years tables $150 Brown &
beige print couch, $100
have been out of school e xperience
Re
Double bed with mat
9 months or more, (3) ferences 759 1578
you are between ages 16 I will keep and care for tresseS. $50 Call 753 9644
8. 21 We are a EOE
a lady in friy home in QUEEN Anne bedroom
suite, phone 753 0326
This prolect is funded Hazel Experienced
by the Western KY
Good references 492 OUE NSIZE sleeper
Private Industry 8510
sofa. tiarthtones. 5 years
Council JTPA Call I would like to take care old, like new, $200 Cali
Call
J TPA Out Of School of a sick or elderly 437 4934
753-1916
753 9378 between 8 30 person S4/hour( or TWIN Captain Beds
12 005 days a week
5:30 to 8 p.m.
S700,month, five bays With chest, mirror and
NEED responsible adult a week Phone 759 9233
night stand Electric
Mon -Fri
to babysit in my home. WILL it with elderly Organ Call 753 76873:30 to 4 p.m.
Mon Fri References days or nights Ex
after 5P M
required Call 759 4627 perienced. have re
YOUTH Bed with rails
Sat
after 5p m
fererrces. call 489 2225 and mattress Good
anytime
condition Cali 753 8950
"

Wolff Suntan

753-9274

WANT
TO BUY

Tobacco Base

Missed
Your
Paper?

THE FAR SIDI

By GARY LARSON
Part Time

S
4

dee

2

HEALTH EXPRESS ASSISTANT
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is
actively seeking an indivigual to assist
our health promotions nurse with
health screenings on an as needed
basis. Qualified applicants must be a
high school graduate and possess a
valid Kentucky Drivers License7"-Kursing Assistant experience preferred.

Poor
Oaet

TWSCITV 5otEALLY
CONCERNEC) AsoLrr
Gotiok.ocit
ro-IA-r5

sahLr

Part-Time

COLONEL
0NORp„1-#4043E 4.1A4N05
ON THE PILOT- AMP THE
6LASNEP

X-RAY TRANSPORTER
Murray-Calloway county Hospital is
actively seeking an individual to safely transport patients to and from the
X-Ray department. Hours are from 7
A.M. to 11 A.M., M - F, or on an as
needed bases

WHAT DO ADLI KrOW
ABOUT Two,
CAPTAIN ?

•epes

Iii
a
Amidst congratulatory applause,

Cindy leaves the group

Contact: Personnel Department
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-5131 ext-114

•

D.

TUESDAY. MARCH 29, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
16

Horne

Furnishongs

24

Miscellaneous

RECOVERED Navy
and White dotted couch
Looks like new, $100
Call 753 7276 after 5P M

SINGER Sewing
Machine, used
Sews
perfectly
Fully
guaranteed
Full cash
price, $29 50 For in
formation call Martha
19 Farm Equipment
Hopper 474 8015
9 1/2 BURCH Wheel FIREWOOD for sale
Also, tree removing 30
Disc, field ready $625
years experience. 436
Call 753 3245
BUSH hog rotary cutter, 2758 or 436 2567.
model 2001, 60 inch, 3 FIREWOOD for sale
blade, 3 point hitch Fits 437 4667
most tractors New con
FORD lawn tractor, P h.p.
dition (used once) Mfg
Kohler engine,
cost $850, your cost $450
New battery Anil
,
"cut,
Call 4.36 5646
$150 Call 435 isIlr,7
EXTRA nice 1066 Inter
FOR Sale Apple // E.
national tractor, $7500
128K, 2 Apple 5 25" disk
Also, spray tanks with drives, Apple Mono
pump. $400 753 2791 or monitor, printer inter
753 2233
face, internal. modem
753 7698 after 5P M
ARMALL Super
Tractor, plow, disc, and FRUIT Trees Apple,
Irani__c4JItivators„ 61600. peach, plum, cherry,
Call 753 0195
Several
and pear
H OLLAND 2 Row varieties Only $9 99
Ornamental
Tobacco Setter, Side each
Purple Leaf
Boom Sprayer with trees
plastic tank Both ex
Plum, Dogwood, Red
cellent condition Call Bud, Flowering Pear,
Silver Maple, Willow &
753 3015.
P ARKHURST more Only $14 50 each
Gooseneck Trailer with At Coast 10 Coast liar
dware in the Central
hoist Call 4.36 2556
Shopping Ctr , Murray
STEEL Bed Farm Wa
gon $300 firm Call 759 LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
1605
SUPER C Farmall with buildings in stock for
cultivators, harrows, immediate delivery
Acree Portable
hiller and 2 point hitch
Buildings, Mayfield,
$1250 435 4489
Ky 507 247 7831
20 Sports Equipment
LAWNMOWER Battery
$7099 Wallin Hardware
GO Golf Cart with
top and canvas sides, downtown Paris, TN
24
$650 Call 489 2546 after MARINE Batteries
Series 85 amp $39 99, 27
4P M
NORTH American gold Series 105 amp $4999
dredge gold trapper 202 Wallin Hardware
pro, used two times, do4Kown Paris, TN
set up for shallow water
MARTIN Houses 6
hunting $300 firm
room, $19 99 12 room,
8A M SP M 759 9924
ONE Set of Ping irons 3 $79 99 18 room, 1.44 99,
24 room, $59 99 14'
through the sand
wedge
Call 753 8958 telescoping pole $79.99.
Wallin Hardware,
after 5P M
downtown, Paris, Tn
MEMBERSHIP in
Musical
2 2
Pirates Cove Resort
81? Poly
POLAND
$5000 Serious offers
phonic Synthesizer
only 753 6298
good condition
96
MEMBERSHIP in Pine
presets, (37 are pro
grammable), $1200 Crest Resort Take over
balance
firm
Call 753 7559 payments
(days). 753 7550 $3000 Call 492 8922
(nights) as for Pat or PINE Barkmulcri 229 1
cu
ft
bags Pine
r'hvOr
nuggets 3 39 2 Cu ft
bags Spaghnum Peat 4
STEINWAY
cu ft only $869 We
also have top soil,
PIANO
potting
cow man
5' 7 ft Baby Grand ure & soil
peat Coast to
Excellent Condition
Coast Hardware,
Murray
753-9458
PROM or Pageant,
tea length strapless,
red metallic, worn once,
24
Miscellaneous
size 14 Call 753 3049
14 FOOT Jon Boat and after 3P M
trailer with motor 1977 PURPLE Martin Bird
Dodge Van. good snape
Houses, handmade,
Moped Bike PASO 15HP solid wood. 16 family,
and 25HP Johnson Out
tilt down steel pole in
board Motors, call 436 cluded, installation
2587 after 6P M
available Phone 1 34.5
1 GALLON Assorted 2794
Shrubs
Boxwood,
Holly
Eunonymous, RED Hot Bargains,'
Azaleas more, more
Drug dealers' cars,
more. 'only $1 99 ea
boats, planes re
Your choice New this possessed
Surplus
year 2 gal Flowering Your area
Buyer's
Shrubs, L'IaYs, Guide, 805 687 6000, Ext
Honeysuckle, more S 8155
varieties only $699
each At Coast to Coast SEASONED firewood
ISO 7 ricks. delivered
Hardware
436 2778
AIR Conditioning Unit,
18,000 BTU
10HP 3UNBEDS SPAS, AND
Tractoreower Call TONING TABLES Wolff
or Suntana after 5 or
753 6953
weekends Sunshine Pool
ALUMINUM extension
ladders 14 1.39 99, 16' and Patio, 502 OH 3441
1.42 99
20' $59 99. 24' TI.4..LERS, SHP Briggs
1.7499, 18' 1.9999 Wallin and Stratton engine,
chain drive, $78999 in
Hardware, Downtown
Wailin Hard
carton
Paris
tEAUTY Shop ware, Downtown, Paris
Equipment for sale
1 TWO Antique Glass
dresser. bowl, 2 dryers Door Pie Safes, one with
wood flower bin
Ant
and hydraulic chair
Call 'clue dresser, hand
Good condition
washing machine, Oak
759 1064
IIIRD Baths & Concrete harvest table Call 753
Planters in various 5532 after 5P M
sizes Clay pots in all TWO adiacent plots, be
autifut old section 2,
shapes & sizes
Garden of Devotion,
Strawberry Pots. De
corative Rock, too! Murray Memorial Gar
Coast to Coast dens, $1100 total Write
P 0 Box 1040 0, Murray
Hardware. Murray,
•

r
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The only used cars we sell
are one's we'd own ourselves

CARS
'85 Dodge Chas-gar-Local 1 -owner,
low
,ige automatic. air AM/FM stereo
'85 Dodge Onml...Local 1 -Owner auto.
.1- AM/FM steren
'83 Chryslar E Class...Solid black. like
new. loaded
'77 Chrysler Cordoba...Less than
50,000 actual miles extra clean

TRUCKS
'88 Dodge W-150 4x4 LE...Local
1 -owner. every button & knob, must see &
drive
'88 Dodge Maxi Van...Local 1 -owner.
15 passenger, front & rear air & heat, lots
of other options
'85 Chevy Scottsdalo...Local 1 -owner,
auto. air. AM/FM stereo, power steering &
brakes.
'84 Ford F100 Custom...6 cylinder, 4
speed, priced to seii
'84 Nissan 4x4...Ready to go where
ever you want to

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE
1332 EAST WOOD ST., LAKE HWY. 79 E
PARIS, TN 901-642.5661

25

26
TV -Radio
75' COLOR console,
works good $50 firm
8A M 5P M 7599921
LEASE TO OWN 25"
console TV with remote,
$53 a month
Murray
Rental & Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 19
color TV, 128 a month
Murray Rental & Sales
753 8201
LEASE TO OWN Wir
eless remote VCR, $32 a
month
Murray Rental
& Sales 753 8101
LEASE TO OWN 124
watt stereo System ,
only $53 per month
Murray Rental & Sales,
753 8201

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
12 X 60 MOBILE Home,
1 bedroom, 1 bath,
partially furnished Call
753 3118
1969 RITZCRAFT 12x65,
2 bedroom, Ashley
woodstove, northern
insulated, with 2x4
walls. good condition
4.35 4249 after 5P M
1987 RIVER Oaks
mobile home, 14x65, 0(1
2 3 acre lot with
several trees, 2 be
drooms, 1 bath, excel
lent condition. City
water, sat dish and
receiver, 10x12 storage
building
Located on
south end Old Flint
Church Rd right off 641
After Sp m 437 4442

28 Mobile Homes for Rent
2 BR trailer on bank of
Blood River, $75 per
month Call 4.36 2427
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con
ditioned. Shady Oaks
753 5209
TWO Bedroom, 12x60,
furnished, in Hazel, nice
lot 497 8526

* Four Star*
MOBILE ROME
REPAIR
inte,.z. I, L,re'or
Doors Windows
Vinyl Skirting Gutters
Instalaid
Leveling phApOrng
sagged roofs & floors
repaired
Best prices civabbi results
Lattice Deck,
880
'Weekday Ixporlonc•
Sulking • Ser•Ocing
Wail. Mamas
•PNOME 1502)412444M•

32

Apts for

Rent

1 AND 2 bedroom apar
merits located near un
iversity and hospital.
Some utilities furnished.
753 4012 or 7538756
1 OR 2 bedroom apar
tment near downtown
753 /109 or
Murray
762 6650
Nor
MU R Cal apts
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759 4984
NOW renting 1 and
bedroom apartments.
Call Embassy Apart'
ments at 753 3530
ONE Bedroom Duplex,
$135 a month, gas heat.
Call 753 2506 or 492 8225.
TAKING applications
for Section 8, Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
Apply Hilldale
BR
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing

Opportunity.
34

Wirray Ledger & Times

Business Services

GET your tax refund
faster! We're equipped
to transmit to IRS by
computer. Refunds
issued in average of 18
days last year! We can
transmit if I do the
preparation, you or
another preparer. Now
preparing individual,
farm, business and
partnerships
Call
Joyce Noel Tax Service
489 2440 for appoint
ment, information or
rates,
GET your tax refund
faster! We're equipped
to transmit to IRS by
Refunds
computer
issued in average of 18
days last year! We can
transmit if I do the
preparation, you or
another preparer, Now
prepar ing individual,
farm, business and
partnerships. Call
Joyce Noel Tax Service
489 2440 for appoint
ment, information or
rates
MIKE HodgT7T
ic
Service offering elec
tronic filing
Refunds
processed in average of
18 days. 11 years ex
Southside
perience
Shopping Center, 759
1425

Houses for

Murray Ledger
& Times
Business Hours:
Monday-Friday
8a.m.-5p.m.

Saturday
8a.m.-12 noon

36. For Rent or 'Lease

Rent

TWO Bedroom, bath,
gas heat, air, 6 miles
North of Murray. Call

Homes for

Sale

roR

Sale. New house
located in Merrywood
Subdivision just off of
Benton Bypass to
Murray 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, double garage
with electric opener,
built in bookcase, large
wood deck, plus over 800
Sq ft of storage area
Cali 527 9192 for
appointment
HOUSE and 2 lots 3
'bedrooms, kitchen, liv
ing room, bath, dining
room, utility room,
carport, garden and 1
out-buildings $24,000
492-8492

Miller's 121
Mini Storage
Located on 1 21 By Pass
753 6 774 or 7,36855
after 5 p m

RENT to Own a Heavy
Duty Washer and
Qryer, $18 per week
Call Movie World at
753 4663

47

Motorcycles

1981 450 SUZUKI.
Priced to sell Phone
489 2.546 after 4P.M.
1 9 8 1 C R 450, good
shape 1450. 753.0742
19 5 YAMAHA 200,
3 wheeler, shaft drive,
new tires, priced to sell,
$675 or make offer Call
753 9658

4 9 . Used Cars

50

1977 OLDS, runs good,
good transportation
$600 or best offer
753 0516
1978 LINCOLN Mark
VI- leather interior,
garage kept, mint con ,
dition, $2800. Must be
seen to appreciate.
Phone 436 2755

1981 DODGE Pick Up,
loaded
Call 489 2308
after 5P M
1987 CHEVY "ph top
conversion van Loaded
with extras Excellent
vacation, traveling vehi
de. 436-2718 after 5P.M.
1987 GMC Jimmy 4x4,
V 6, fully loaded Very
sharp Call 753 7819, must
sell

Now it's

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadllx, lx. of
Paris, TN
Yoi 4,4U,,ay &

Fulton)

New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles
901442-3900
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

1982 RECARO Trans Am,
black and gold, T tops,
loaded, new paint. Call
759 1002 or 753 4303.
1983 RX7 GSL, fully
48. Auto Services
37 Livestock -Supplies
loaded, 36,000 miles.
2 HORSE trailer, oak 121 AUTO and truck We One owner. 762 6791
floors and mats Call rebuild engines Lowest (Days); After 5P.M.
prices in town Call for call 753 5280, ask for
753 9894 evenings
free estimates. Eddie
ARABIAN Show Horse
8A M. 5P.M. 759-9924.
10 year old gelding, 15
1984 RED & White Chevy
hands high, gentle. Will REBUILT 84-105 Chevy Citation II, p.s., p.b., a.c.,
never
engine,
truck
teach anyone to ride,
a.1 , good motor Must
trail rides. Call after started $700 install, sell. $2850 753 8942.
any
rebuild
We
can
exc.
5P M. 753-0703
engine at the 1985 CADILLAC De
BREEDING Age other
ville, 53,000 miles, extra
prices in town
Brangus Bulls, 502 554 lowest
nice. 759 1084 after
8A.M. SP M. 759 9974
0201 weeknights after
5P.M.
8P M
1986 Black Grand Am,
ORGANICALLY
air, p w., AM/FM,
Raised hogs ready for
excellent condition, new
slaughter. Will deliver
tires $7000 489 2704
to local slaughter house
after 6P.M
'Ow 20 Years Experience'
901 247 3951
1986 T BIRD, loaded,
ESTIMATES
SIMMENTAL a.nd
one owner, low mileage
F1BERGLASSING
Simbrah bulls. Per
Call 753 0293
formance & semen
FRAMEWORK
'78 PLYMOUTH Volare,
tested
Excellent qual,
MIG WELDING
35,000 actual miles, good
ity $650 & up. Cadiz,
condition, $950. Call, 753'
SPECIALIZING
IN
ALL
Ky. 522 8794.
0672 after 5p.m.
OVER PAINT JOBS
1979 88 OLDS, 4 dr., all
38 Pets Supplies
Shop: 753-9714
basics, great shape, uses
AKC Black lab pups
A f1or 5:00
no oil, runs great, looks
Reelfoot Lake hunting
751-0062
great. $1,295 489-2266
stoOt , uaranteed
84 THUNDERBIRD,
Mares $ti.
Females
blue, all power, sharp,
49
Used Cars
$75 Call 502 3, 714
$5500 Call 753 6862
AKC Golken Re
1963 CADILLAC, 2 door, FACTORY Executive
trievers, shots and hardtop, Al condition Car 1978 Buick
Electra,
wormed, 8 weeks old, 5 inside and out, 64,000
one local owner. Clean,
males, 3 females, $100 miles, -second owner.
loaded, tilt, cruise,
S150 901 822 3405
Call be
power seats and win
AKC registered Shih 9A M 6P.M. 759 1360, dows. $2,195 Call 753
Tzu puppies 753 0624
after 6P.M. 753 9826, 8096
BOXER Puppies, 7 ask for Chuck.
FOR Sale or Trade ol
weeks old, registered, 1973 VOLKSWAGON equal value, 1977
$150 each 147 7978 or For Sale Needs a little Chrysler
Cordoba, 2
247 5050 and ask for work, call 753 6298 after door, air,
all power,
Doris or Ronnie 5P M , 1.1000 or best
good tires, velour inter
Frazier
offer
ior. Call 759 4440 after
ONE Year old Bluetick 1974 CHEVROLET Im
6P.M
Bloodhound female,
ala, 1.400 753 8977
partially trained.
974 MUSTANG, 1' 50.Used Trucks
Ready for breeding. cycle, $550 After 5P M.,
1972 INTERNATIONAL 2
5.450 Call 527 8341
call 492 8595
Ton Truck 5 speed, dual
1975 VW Super Beetle, axle, 9.25 tires, 14' bed,
43
Real Estate
needs work, will run
high sides, excellent
1 ACRE, 3 buildings, $200 Call 759 1889 after condition. Call 489..2696
natural gas, septic tank, 6P M
before 2P.M.; 489 2597
10 miles north of 1977 BUICK Regal, after 5P.M.
Murray on 121
Call excellent shape inside 1976 COEVROLET
753 0318
and out. Locally owned. Pick -Up Truck, 81,000
FOR Rent, Lease, or PS, tilt, cruise, like new miles,. A/C, , p.s., auto.,
Sale 2 Bedroom lake tires, air. $1795 759-1521 1 owner, well kept Call
house, with stone ask for Michelle or 753 9572 after 4:30P.M
fireplace and large 436 55.42
1976 DODGE 4-wheel
deck, glass front over 1977 F 100, 302, p.s., a t , drive, 3/4 ton, 4-speed
looking Blood River, 50,000 miles, $1,635. Call Call 753 7161.
beautiful. view, must see 753 7271
1978 DODGE 3/4 ton,
to appreciate Will rent 1978 VW Rabbit, F I,
auto , dual wheels, flat
by weekend, week or $700 435 4439
be31, 315, 92,000 miles,
month. Will lease or 1979 CHEVY
Malibu good condition, $2200. 435
rent with option to buy
Classic with power 4361
Call Bob at 615 966 4555 steering, brakes and
1982 DATSUN King
or 901 247 3266
air, good condition. Cab, 5 speed, A/C, PS,
GOVERNMENT homes $1250 Call 759 1889 after PB, 62,xxx
miles Good
from $1 (U repair) also 6P M
buy at 1.3650. Call 492
tax delinquent & fore 1 97- 9
CUTLASS 8433
closure properties
Supreme, 106,000 miles, 1982 FORD Van Captains
Available now. For been well cared for,
listing, call 1-315-733- good condition. $1,700, Club wagon, local, 1 ow
ner, 45,000 miles. Excel
6065 Ext. G 2558.
call after 5P M
lent condition 17,500 Call
KOPPERUD Realty 759 1967
759 9752 after 4p.m
offers a complete range 1980 CHEVROLET
'77 DODGE 4x4 150 series,
of Real Estate services Caprice, 1.1850, 1974
Wick & silver, 440 engine
with a wide selection of Custom
10 Chevrolet WiTh 71,000 miles New
quality homes, all Truck, 1950, 1979 Buick
paint & interior with new
prices. 753 1222, toll free LeSabre,
$975 Call tires Good condition Call
1 800 251 HOME Ext 753
0463 after 5P M
759 1750
711 L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service We make buy
A West Tennessee based division of Fortune 500
ing & selling Real
is currently recruiting for a Production Buyer. The
Estate easy for you.
successful candidate will have 2 to 3 years exWHAT does key As
perience purchasing production items in a medium
sociates Wilson Realty
volume manufacturing facility. Demonstrated skills
have to offer? In Office
in vendor negotiation, quality and delivery problem
fixed rate financing
resolution, as well as cost savings, are required. A
from application to
degree would be a plus.
closing; Excellent re
ferral system.
Interested individuals should reply with current
Homeowners Warranty
salary and resume to
for buyer and seller,
Unique Home viewer
We PO in equal opP.O. Box 1010-P
magazine, Pro
portunity employer
Murray, Ky. 12071
fessionally trained
M/F/V/H
salespeople. For more
information on -The Key
Advantages with Buying and Selling, call
502 753 3263 today

Pierce
Body Shop

Lots for

Sale

PEtIDENTIAL Lot
(8171), approximately 1
acre, in Wildcat Village.
14 hour security. Great
for retirement, in
vestment or vacation
home. Phone 615 648
4794
46

THREE Bedroom house
on North 4th Street
S325/month plus de
sit Call 753 9386
THREE Bedroom, T
bath house with shop at
Pine Bluff Shores Day
753 0113, ask for Larry
After 7P.M., call 436
5433.
THREE Bedroom, 2
bath home on South 6th
St $300/month, plus
deposit Call 753 4091

1 554 0951

46

44
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Homes for Sale

2 BEDROOM house in
country (8 1 ._Iles north
on Hwy 1 1) Will
consider trad --LePr nice
mobile home $8000
Call 753 9666.
)BR, kitchen remodeled,
75x150 lot, 2 car detached
garage, 505 S 9th Re
asonably priced & will
sell some furniture. Call
759 9958
3 BEDROOM. 2 bath
brick home near Ben
ton. Phone 527 9931
after 5P.M.
)BEDROOMS, 2 Baths,
large fenced lot,
130x198, 1900 Main St ,
Benton, KY Mid 30's
Call 502 577 9936 for
appointment

A great location, excellent condition and
beautifully landscaped yard make this 3 bedroom
home a super value in the low $40.8. Call today

KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222

711 Main

Get in on Easter Savings
200/0 off Storewide at

A Perfect Choice
Central Shopping Center
Stop In and register for an
Easter Baskot filled with a variety
of goodies for some lucky lady to be given
away on Friday April let.

52

Used

Trucks

Boats -Motors

14 BOSTON Whaler,
40HP Johnson, trailer,
Hummingbird depth
finder, trolling motor.
Call after 5P.M.
759 1959
14 FIBERGLASS Flat
bottom fishing boat and
trailer, 0-1'“ter
5P.M., call
14' JON Boat- 2 seats,
6HP Evinrude motor,
new Mini Koto trolling
motor, $575. Call 753
88 50 7 30 A
5:30P.M . 753-8990 after
6P.M
17 FOOT Alumacraft
Canoe and trailer. Call
492 8727 between
47P.M.
1973 SKI Barge with
65HP Evinrude. Troll
ing motor, depth finder,
new cranking battery.
Tilt trailer with new
paint and tires. Sharp
and clean. $2,250 Call
436-2556.
1987 BAYLINER 18'
Fish n' Ski, many
extras, $8900 or best
offer
898 2094,
Paducah, after
4:30P M.
21' SAILBOAT Sleeps 4
with trailer, excellent
condition. 753-6575 or
753-9750, ask for Rusty
WE buy, sell or trade
boats, motors, trailers,
parts or most anything
marine. Paris, Tn 901
642-3332
53. Services

Offered

Al ENTERPRISES offering brick and block
driveway and patio
work. Carpentry work
of all phases Also,
natural and LP gas
work. Free estimates.
4345-5355.
A 1 TREE Service and
stump -removal Your
professional tree service. All types, remo
val, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chip,
per. Call 753-0906
ACE LAWN SERVICE
will mow, Fertilize and
Aerate your lawn. Also,
Tree Pruning and
Hedge Trimming. Call
492-8650
ALL types of gravel
hauled. Also, slabs and
mulch. Reasonable 435
4 1 9 1 , 4 3 7 4 4 0 2 or
753-0467.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown Service .on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washers, refrigerators, etc
Earl .
Lovett, 354 6956 or 7535341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 27 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S. 5th St
Business 753-4872, 436
5848 (home)
BREAKING and disc
ing gardens Yard Ian
Leveling
dscaping
driveways and
bushhogging 436 5430
or 753 0659
BRICK block and con
crete driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, chimneys
New and repair. 27
years experience Free
estimates. Large or
small jobs Charles
Barnett 753 5476
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work CALL
502 492 8160
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753 6763
GARDENS Tilled and
lawn maintenance in
cluding, spraying for
weeds, fertilizing, and
mowing. 753 2423.
GENERAL Repair
Plumbing, Roofing,
Yard Work, Tree Work
Wood, $25 a rick Call
436 2642 or 436 5895
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753 9400
INSULATION blown in
by Sears
TVA ap
proved Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
INTERIOR/Exterior
Painting
For Free
Estimates, call Kenneth
at 436 1326
E T
LEE'S CA
CLEANING
For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5877
Satisfied references
3HEETROCK finishing.
new Or repair 4367811

53

Services Offered
53 Services Offered
LICENSED electrician, SUREWAY Tree
residential and corn
Service Topping, prun
mercial. Air condition
ing, tree removal. Ae
ing. Sales and service
rial bucket truck. Fully
Gas installation and insured for your prot
repair for natural and ection. Stump removal
LP. Fred's Repair 753
with no lawn damage
7203
Free estimates
No
MAX W. Parker, Attor
obligations. 753 5484
ney at Law
Former
WET BASEMENT
We
county attorney; former make wet basements
district judge. Office, 104 dry. Work completely
N. 4th St, Murray, 753- guaranteed
Call or
3153; Home, 753 7900.
write Morgan Con
MOBILE HOME struction Co Rt. 2, Box
Specialist, Repair, 409A, Paducah, Ky.
leveling, underpinning, 42001 or call 1 ,4412 7026.
roofs, floors, plumbing, WILL Break and Disc
wiring, washing, gardens Call 753 5463 or
hurricane straps. 759- 753 0144
4850.
WILL do plumbing inMOODY'S Mower Re- stallation & repairs. All
pair, Pick Up & Deliv- guaranteed
Free es
ery. All work guaran- timates. Phone 492-8899
teed. -Phone 753-5668.
----------or 753-1308.
PAINTING
interior WILL haul white rock,
and Exterior 25 years rip raf, dirt, sand,
experience. Quality gravel and fertilizer
work Reasonable. Free Call Chuck Williams
estimates References
759 1354
Call 436 2245.
YARD Work
mowing,
PRE ENGINEERED landscaping, tree and
Woodframe Buildings bush trimming, and
for commercial or' farm hauling. Free es
use. Also churches, timates, 759-1894.
stables, arenas,
garages. Call today
901 642-2080. Custom
BRYAN'S LAWN
Metal Buildings.
SERVICE
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Will mow yards.
Free estimates. Call G
Call 759-1433
& A 436 2617
ROCKY COLSON Home
for free estimates,
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
54. For Trade
timates. Call 474-2307 or
TRADE YOUR HOME
753-6973.
FOR OUR HOME IN
SAWDUST, loaaed
SUNBELT: We have an..
single axle truck 510. immaculate 3 bedroom-'
Shomaker Lumber Co., horn. 2 bath, 2 cart:
Hwy. 22 N. McKenzie, attached garage with
Tn., 901-352-5777.
automatic door, central
SEWING Machine Re
heat and air, carpeted
pair
All makes and through out, dis
models. Home & In
hwasher, disposal.
dustrial
Bag closing double oven. Located in
machines. Also scissor
Katy, Texas, a small
sharpening. 40 yrs. town of 16,000 pop West
experience. All work
of Houston, where there
guaranteed. Kenneth
is no snow or extreme
Barnhill, 7 5 3 2674, cold weather. Price
Stella, Ky.
561,000 with fixed 9 1/2°0
VA loan. Interested?
SEWING Machines and
Vacuum Cleaners. Call owner (713)392 6084
Service on all makes. or write Art Stoner, 810
For information, call Sundance Valley Rd ,
Katy, Texas 77450
474 8015.

Al? Types Of
lit
*
*
*
*
*
*

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

ki

'Drop by & see our
MURRAY
409 SUNBURY

showroom

dikkbria Bunny BMW/

•

**********************

•

& bedroom, 1 bath home located on
93i acres m/1. Only minutes from the
lake. Priced in the 40's.

MTG/Better Homes
& Gardens 753-4000

Call

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service
Ditching, Septic Tank, Installation & Repair
753-6156

Rex Camp Backhoe Service
Special through March & April
Replace lines from the house to city sewers

Master Plumber 753-9224

WULFF KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY
Save $SS

Don't buy new!!!

old frames w/woodgrain FormIca New mat
china doors Pictw looks ilk• real wood. Many colms
W.cOvar your

Murray, KY

Fr** Estimates

436-5560

SEE US FOR THE
BOAT OF YOUR DREAMS!

Your
Authorized
MerCruiser pcaler

MACK & MACK
MARINE

Aurae, K.-On Ileolitifial Ky Loke -474-2251

"The Largest Marine Dealer
Between Nashville & St. Louis "

OPEN 84 EVERY DAY

WAY 011T II FRONT.

•
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DR.GOTT

OBITUARIES
John L. Finley
John L. Finley, 67, Rt. 1.
Buchanan, Tenn., died today at
6:45 a.m. at Hens'County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Vernon Payne Finley; one
daughter, Ms. Deborah Finley,
Fresno, Calif.; one son, John Hinshaw, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.;
three stepdaughters, Mrs. Belinda
Mitchuson, Calvert City, Mrs.
Melinda Bogert, Allentown, Pa.,
and Mrs. Edna Coles. Rt. 1.

Miss Helen Mai Napier

Buchanan.
Also surviving are his stepmother. Mrs. Germain Finley,
Fresno; two sisters, Mrs. Bernice
German, Fresno, and Mrs. Opal
Cisbee, Sacramento, Calif.; half
brother, Lyle Finley, Fresno;
stepbrother, Ben Auftrander,
Cayus, Calif.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Miss Helen Mai Napier, 63, died
Sunday at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Flossie McDaniel, Judsonia,
Ark.; three brothers, Howard
Napier and Clifford Napier, Union
City, Tenn., and John Napier,
Fulton; three half brothers,

Wayne Napier and Donald Napier,
Union City, and Steven Napier,
Baton Rouge, La
Services will be today at 3 p.m.
in the chapel of White-Ranson
Funeral Home, Union City. Burial
will follow in Eastview Cemetery
there.

Mrs. Lucille Cowan

Services for Mrs. Lucille Cowan
Murray -Calloway County
are today at 2:30 p.m. in the
Hospital.
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
She is survived by her husband.
Murray. The Rev. Bob Dotson is
Lewis Cowan; two daughters.
officiating.
Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. Laura Howell, California,
Entombment will follow in Mur- and Mrs. Elinore Nutter, Fort
Hospital.
ray Mausoleum.
Born May 8, 1912, in Calloway
Smith, Ark.; one brother, Carl
Mrs. Cowan, 82, Rt. 6, Murray. Schmidt, California; eight grandCounty, he was the son of the late
William Outland and Noma Jtrie- -died Saturday-at-4:10--pm.
- at eitilffrefl: 12 great-grandchildren.
Brandon Outland.
He is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Minnie Nanney, Murray; two
Funeral r- ites for Leslie MattingRetirement Home, Farmington,
nieces, Miss Hilda Ann Emerson
ly
will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. died Monday at 8:40 a.m. at Comand Mrs. Paul Pearline°
in the chapel of Miller Funeral
munity Hospital, Mayfield.
McPherson; one nephew, Cleatus
Home of Murray. Fr. Stanley
Nanney.
Tillman will officiate.
He is survived by one sister,
Burial will follow in Murray
Mrs. Abram (Catherine
Memorial Gardens.
Brightwell Kelley, Rt,6, Murray;
Friends may call at the funeral
two half brothers, Carl J. Schork,
She emphasized that the classes
home afte 4 p.m. today Tuesday.(
Columbus, Ohio. and Lester Matcan be beneficial to persons who:
Mr. Mattingly, 64, Meadow View
tingly. Ocala, Fla.
- Have children who need help
with mathemaics and English.
- Would like a refresher course
before continuing their education.
The funeral for Troy Dick will IL Born June 1. 1927. in Calloway
- Need a GED Ihigh school
be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
County. he was the son of the late
equivalency certificate ) to imchapel of Miller Funeral Home of Fred Dick and Irene Hutson Dick.
prove qualifications for
Murray. Burial will follow in Mur- One brother, Bobby Gene Dick,
employment.
ray City Cemetery.
also preceded him in death.
- Seek only the selfFriends may call at the funeral
Survivors are his wife, Roger
satisfaction of greater educational
home.
Dick
and wife, Tina, Louisville;
attainment.
Mr. Dick. 60, Rt. 4, Murray, died one sister, Mrs. Mildred Mardis,
Interested persons may register
Saturday at 8 p.m. at the home of Dexter; one brother, Elvis Dick,
for the classes or obtain informahis son, Roger Dick, Louisville.
Martin, Tenn ; three
tion about other services of the
He was a veteran of World War grandchildren.
ALC by visiting Room 206 in
Stewart Stadium or calling
762-6971 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Final rites for Mrs. Ruth Vick
Mrs. Vick is survived by three
were Monday at 2 p.m. in the daughters. Mrs. Jean Wood and
chapel of Collier Funeral Home.. Mrs. Jewell Redden, Benton. and
develop and test a tool tat is a
Benton. O.D. McKendree Mrs. Mary Byers. Hardin: one
valid measurement of the human
officiated.
son, R.W. Vick, Hardin; one
energy field. She studied extenBurial
was
in
sister,
Union
Mrs. Avanell Cornwell,
Hill
sively with Dr. Delores Krieger,
Cemetery near Hardin.
Benton; one brother, Dayton Hurt,
professor of nursing at New York
Mrs. Vick, 92, Rt. 8. Benton, died
University.
Saturday at 10:45 p.m. at Marshall Hardin. seven grandchildren; 12
On-site registration will begin at
County Hospital, Benton.
great-grandchildren; four great6:30 p.m. prior to the presentation.
She was a member of Union Hill great-grandchildren; several
Sigma Theta Tau is the
Church of Christ.
nieces and nephews.
honorary nursing society, which
has a chapter in the Department of
Nursing at Murray State.
Persons interested in obtaining
more informtion about the proMemorial services for James Helen Moore; one daughter. Ms
gram may call the Department of
Bryan Moore are planned at Bard. Thaylia Moore, Caro, Mich.; one
Nursing on the campus at ( 502)
well, his former home, at a later son. Dr. James B. Moore.
762-2193.
date.
Mich.; one sister. Mrs. Bett
Mr. Moore. 65, Rt. 1, Puryear, Keller of Jamestown. Ohio.
Tenn., died Tuesday, March 22, at
His parents were the late James
BOBBY WOLFF
his home.
Moore and Louise Beard Moore.
A retired farmer, he had also
Ridgeway Morticians of Paris.
retired as a member of the Tenn.. had charge of
NORTH
3-29-A
custodial service at Murray High arrangements
•K 5
V A 10 8 6 2
School. A veteran of World War II.
The family requests that expres•A Q 8 5 3
he was the recipient of the Purple sions of sympathy be in the form of
2
Heart and Silver Star.
donations to Disabled American
WEST
EAST
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Veterans.
4743
462

Clifford Outland
The funeral for Clifford Outland
will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Officiating will be
e ReV.,ChesTer P. Culver and-the
Rev. Jack Jones.
Burial will follow in Outland
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Outland, 75, Rt. 6, Murray,
died Sunday at 12:15 a.m. at

Leslie Mattingly

Learning Center offering counseling
Free instruction and counseling
will be available in adult basic
education classes in general
mathematics and English grammar three days a week in the Adult
Learning Center(ALC) at Murray
State University April 4 through
May 27.
Carol Lane, ALC coordinator.
said classes will be taught on Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays in
the AC in Room 206 of Roy
Stewart Stadium on the following
schedule:
General mathematics. from
8:30 to 10 a.m., and English grammar, from 10:30 a.m. to noon.
Anyone 16 years of age or older not
now attending a public school may
enroll.

Troy Dick

Mrs. Ruth Vick

Nurse scientist to be guest at meeting
Dr. Susan Wright. nurse scientist and practitioner from RushPresbyterian-St. Luke Medical
Center in Chicago, will be the
presenter at the annual Sigma
Theta Tau Research Evening at
Murray State University on Thursday evening, March 31.
Her presentation at 7 p.m. in the
Barkley Room of the Curris
Center will focus on her doctoral
research in assessing the human
energy field, which is the first step
in preparing to do therapeutic
touch.
A practitioner of therapeutic
touch, she is the first person to

James Bryan Moore

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.
'Everything has two handles, one
by which it may be borne, another
by which it cannot "
- Epictetus.

South's best chance for today's
game rests with finding good luck in V Q 9 7 5
one of dummy's suits. How does he •10 4
choose between the two suits"

K J 10 7

SOUTH
4 A Q J 10 9 8
K4
dummy ruffs by leading a trump.
•9 2
This accurate lead eliminated any
4Q 9 8
club ruffs in dummy and forced Vulnerable: Both
South into relying on one of dum- Dealer: South
The bidding:
my's suits.
West
North
East
Today's declarer took the opening South
Pass
2V
Pass
trump lead and immediately tried 14
Pass
3•
Pass
the diamond finesse. Had that won, 24
Pass
34
Pass
he could have curtailed play by 3V
44
Pass
Pass
Pass
claiming 10 tricks. East took his diOpening lead Spade four
amond king and returned a trump to
BID WITH THE ACES
dummy's king. Ace of diamonds and
3-29-B
a diamond ruff failed to split the
South holds 4 K 5
suit, and the defenders were due
VA 10 8 6 2
three club winners for one down.
•A Q 8 5 3
South could have improved his
42
chances immeasurably had he
South
North
started the hearts instead of the dia- 1V
1
monds. At tricks two, three and 2•
2•
four, he cashes two top hearts and
ruffs a heart. With the 4-2 break
ANSWER: Three spades A little
guaranteeing success. South returns
pushy but these might be just the
to dummy's trump king and ruffs
right tickets to a spade game.
another heart_ Trumps are drawn,
Send
and a diamond to dummy's ace
bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
I2363. Dallas Texas 75225 with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
copyright 11114I I Tatted Featur• Syndicate

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
••••••t •K•1101
1;1...1

GM

PO kr,

V.

II•111,an.

641 South
Murray
753-2617

DEAR DR GOTT Like a previous
reader. I also can feel warmth and
tingling in the area being X-rayed. so maybe some of us are more sensitive
than others
DEAR READER Some people are
certainly more sensitit,e than others
However, I do not believe this fact explains why an occasional patient feels
warmth and tingling during routine
X-ray examinations These X-rays do
not produce enough energy to stimulate skin receptors.
Here is an alternative explanation.
one that I think is more plausible
When heat is applied to the skin, tiny
capillaries(blood vessels) dilate in order to radiate more body temperature
back into the environment. thereby
keeping our body heat more or less
constant In addition to the heat itself.
this dilation will stimulate the perception of warmth. As you know, heat
is not the only stimulus that causes
capillary dilation, internally produced chemicals, notably epinephrine

Hog Market

Community...

rw/•
e Mari It 211
beaux- • l'ur. hoar %ma Hog %Wiwi Ilepori
I.,
14.3105 siou.io• Hecelpei 41-4 3511 5.5
Harry.. .ilt• •1.041
• I SO bitter I 31
I !1,04 23. lb.
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t rtIrrwl %Lair M•riel
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(Cont'd from page 4)

•rf,14

WOW.

Thursday, March 31

1534 LW VII lb.

Events at St. Lea's Catholic
Church will include Mass (Commemoration of The Last Supper i
at 6 p.m. and Adoration of Christ
in Prison from 7 to 10 p.m
-- -Maundy Thursday Liturgy will
be at 7 p.m. at John's Episcopal
Church. An Agape meal will be at
6 p.m.
Maundy Thursday and Office of
Tenebrae Service will be at 7 p.m
in sanctuary of First Christian
Church.
-- - Men's Basketball will be at 7
p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
Church
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
a.m. and Exercise Class at 10 45
am.
Special Maundy Thursday service with The Lord's Supper will
be at 6:30 p.m at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.
--- Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Rainbow Ringers at 6 15p m and
Maundy Thursday Communion
service at 7 p m
-- - Maundy Thursday service with
celebration of Holy Communion
will be at 7.30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.

14S.3.41 Se

(;1%e our IR A
a check-up. Find out if it's working
as hard as it can to
pro‘ide for )our
retirement,
i)ut ht
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)r hum ti) irAn.tcr ‘4,ur IRA
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sikA Jones& Co.'
Mwmther chew rat Stock Esctienge Inc
SAismbor Swcurrties Investor Protection
Corporation

depend on us for

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Aterge
+ 61.91
Goodyear
Previous (lose
1979.77
1.B.M
44w4
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
24%B 2/51/sA
Jerrie()
tei + /
1
4
1
AT&T
Krnart
Briggs & Stratton
Kroger
31% +%
Chrysler
JCPenney
CSX Corp
30% +i/,
Penwalt
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
27% UDC
Dollar Gen. Store
Sears
71
/
4B 7%A
Exxon
Texaco
42% -%
Ford
Time Inc.
42% +1/2
53%
%
G.A.F.
l'.S.Tobacco
General Motors
70/
1
2 +1.00
Wal-Mart
GenCorp, Inc.
10% UDC
Wendy's
Goodrich
49% +1%
C.E.F. Yield

13% +%
106% +%
30% fly.
14%B 143/4A
34% + 1/:
32/
1
4 BBC
47%
53%

VALUE EQUALITY
Come in and register for a FREE Country
Ham to be given away April 2 at noon.

%
One

441' +1/4
+
44% unc
871/4 +1,4
291/4
StIs/4
1/4
PA 'VS
5.64

By The Piece

Smoked Jowl
Patties

79
$ 1 946
Lb

Sliced 89' Lb.
100% Pure Ground Beef /
1
4 Lb.
14 Lb Box

Choice
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753.3366

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

Sides of Beef

$ 1 39

Lb
No Charge For Cutting. Wrapping & Freezing

Field

Senior Citizens
Get A

OM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

X-rays don't
cause 'tingling'
B, Peter H Gott, M.D.

111 J 3
•K J 7 6
4A 6 5 4 3

North's bidding advertised a club
shortage. so West chose to reduce

cinches the game,one of South's losers going on the fifth heart.

Peter
Gott, M.D.

(adrenaline), also open the skin's
blood vessels, causing sensations of
warmth and tingling - even when no
external heat is present This is the
reason we flush during exercise and
blush when we are stressed or
embarrassed
People are often somewhat apprehensive during X-ray examinations
You are asked to remove some or all
of your clothing, and stand or lie in an
awkward position while a total
stranger operating a strange machine
attempts to discover something
wrong inside you Then this person
says. "Don't breathe", you wait, hear
a short buzzing sound (which you
know is the X-ray machine) and feel
tingly The sensation is not caused by
the X-rays It comes from your internalihemistry that is telling you. "Get
out of here'" Under these circumstances, I'm surprised that more patients do not feel weird sensations
However, most of us don't I think that
X-ray-associated
tingling
and
warmth is more likely due to a stress
reaction.than to the radiation itself
If my conclusions are incorrect. I
hope
will that some radiologist-reader
patiently -OfTer--att alternative
explanation
It's important that you find a doctor who suits your needs
and Dr
Gott tells how in his new Health Report. CH(XEING .4 PHYSICIAN
MAKE A DECISION FOR GOOD
HEALTH For your copy, send $1 and
your name and address to PO Box
91369. Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be
sure to mention the title
' mai •IFYISP‘PEA EN-rt:RPRISE ASSN

15%

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

On Any Purchase
including

Wieners

Lb $ 1 79

Order Your Baked Gibson's
Country Ham For Easter
Gibson's Aged /
1
2 or Whole

Country Ham
No Charge For Slicing

Lb

$

1 99

Health & Beauty Aids
1981 Chevy C70 2 Ton,4 speed
'speed flat bed 20 ft
$5,800.00,

(Excluding Sale Items and
Coupon Purchases)

UNCLE JEFF'S GIBSON HAM CO.
Hwy 641 South

4

Wholesale & Retail Meat

753-6575

Phone 753-1801
7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Ws Accopt
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
107 N. 3rd St.
Food Stamps
'Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray

4

